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Our family of
gear machines

shares a name- and a whole
lot more.

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1 meter diameter.

Get high precision gears Cut gears up to 450 mm
-up to Imeter-with fast. with simple set up
our gear hobbers-fast. and conversational

programming on our
gear shavers.

Our highly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most complete family of gear cutting machines
share Mitsubishi machine construction, Mitsubishi
software, and common controls. For thefastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears,
contact yourMitsubishi representative today.

Thi .6 MITBUBISHIIIS IS ••• ' 1-.-. IMACHI.NE TaaLS
MHI Machine Tool U.S.A., Inc,
907 W IrVing Park Road. Itasca, IL 60143-2023
Phone: (708) 860·4222 • FAX (708) 860-4233
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Other People's
Footsteps

E",li« 'hi' Y"'. a relarive of mine, Sidney Mandell, tragically passed 'way. I hod 'he good
fortune to serve with Sidney on the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee of the

Machinery Dealer); National Associanon (MDNA). Though he started before me. his MDNA
career and mine overlapped for about 20 years. As I think back on the many things I learned from
him. one of his favorite phrases keeps coming to mind: "We walk in the footsteps of those who
have gone before us."

What Sidney meant to convey was a sense of obligation and an appreciation for our prede-

ccssors in our jobs, our companies and our industry. Industry standards, codes of ethics and

professionalism. forums for learning and discussion, training and growth that contribute to the

development of our industry are all a result of the work of those who came before us. They

made the necessary sacrifices to make our work easier, more organized and more advanced,
Sidney felt that because we ha ve benefitted from those prior efforts, we have a moral obligation

10 continue these endea ...ors to benefit those who will come after us.

There arc plenty of organizations-like MDNA, AGMA and SME-from whom we benefit.

None of them are self-custaining=-they all need voluntary contributions of time. effort and

thought from their memberships. Let's face i[·somebody in those organizations

spends hours and days in meetings to develop industry-wide standards or long
hours on telephones and airplanes 10 make meetings successful and worthwhile,

Somebody puts a lot of effort into contacting legislators to represent our interests

in Congress, And all those "somebodies" are volunteers from whose work we hen-
efir. whether we' ve made a contribuuon to the group or not,

All well and good. but most of us have more than enough to do in our lives
without looking around for more tasks and responsibilities. Our usual response is
something like, "Sure. maybe the) made it easier, but what's in it for me?"

My observation in over 30 years of association and volunteer work is that vol-

unteering is one of those odd paradoxes: It's a case of getting back far more than

you give, The benefits to yourself. your company and your employer increase by
the amount you put in-a.~ a member. a committee chairman, a board member or

a national officer,

Volunteermg is a wonderful school for self-development, a way of learning skills that aren't

always covered in our engineering and business courses, but still are vital to SUCcessin business.

Working within associations made up of volunteers hones your people skills, In such organi-

Lations. the first lesson is that you can't order anyone to do anything. Tf you want a project to sue-

cced, you have to create the desire and convince others to be involved in the project. You have to

lead. not gi vc orders, What better skill can one cultivate in an era tna: demands teamwork?

MAY/JUNE \til' 7



The ,answer for your
most demanding
ge'alr applicat,ions,.
For todey's tighter specs, conventional
gear manufaCturing methods just
don't cut it.
Niagara Gear does.
As ground 'gear spedalists, we use

, the latest grinding wheel technologies
and all electronic 'R.eishauergear
grinders to meet 'even the most
demanding dose-tolerance gear
requlrernents,
Our ground spur and helical gears
give you:
.' Over 30% more load capacity than

commercial quality gears
• Higher gear quality-up to AGMA

Class 15 with crowning
.' Quieter operation
• Uniform tooth profiles
• ' Less scrap, no hand sorting and

lower cost
More than 80% of our customers aile
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next gear requirement and
you'll see why~

IFAX: (716), 874-9003
941 Military Road· Buffalo, NY 1'4217'

TEL: (n6) 874-3131

GROUND GEA'R
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Another vital skill that volunteer work teaches is time management. When
you have to work one more commitment into your already busy life, you have
to make some decisions about what's important and what's not; about getting
started on a task sooner, rather than later. Of necessity, you become more effi-
cient. more effective, more organized in your thoughts. your words sod yout
work. That's a task with which many of us struggle, and there's nodling like
being in charge of a volunteer project to provide the motivation for getting
one's act together.

Leadership in a volunteer organization wiD often put you in !be position of
having to direct a meeting or speak in public. Some of us never get completely
comfortable with these tasks, but working in a volunteer organization provides
the on-the-job training to make it easier. I've seen many examples of people
who begin as hesitant and awkward speakers only to blossom into confident and
interesting forces behind a podium by the time their terms of office end.

Another important gift that volunteer work gives, particularly for people
who become involved at a national level, is a view of the larger industry pic-
ture. Interacting with associates from different companies. from different
locations, maybe from different countries. helps give you a better perspective
of your company and the industry at large. helping you to develop and main-
tain a sense of vision and direction.

This meeting ground also helps build a valuable network of business
acquaintances (and friends). These people share common interests and can
offer insights into common problems, and as time goes on, you will find these
relationships will become some of your most valued.

Finally. I have seen the combination of all these acquired skills result in a
positive personality transformation in numerous people who take on national
leadership. Their self-image and their self-esteem grew in positive ways. It
sounds a bit bokey, but the fact is. working in volunteer organizations made
them better people. The public speaking. the organization, the sense of self-
worth and self-confidence. the leadership skills, etc., are all attributes we
carry with us for the rest of our careers.

Many of you have gone to college and participated in extended education,
and you know you had to pay for your education with work and coin. The cost
of volunteerism should be viewed as a further investment for the opportunity
to get or improve many necessary kills that aren't taught in school and refine
those that are. They make you more confident and a better leader, owner, man-
ager and employee .

What seems clear to me, as it did to Sidney. is that each of us has a respon-
sibility to our professions and our industry to continue to build them for the
next generation, not only because it's the right thing 10 do, but because it's
good for us personally and for our businesses. Remember, we walk in the
footsteps of those who have gone before us. You too should leave your own
footsteps for those who will follow.

Michael Goldstein
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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Wh ..'t'·· -N' -___Ja,S _ ews
Sales up, - Gleason sales for .995

were liP' 53% to $197 million. according [0

ae mp:my pok man. Sales of 'Gleason's
1.25GH CNC bobbing Ill:3! runes. used to
produce pur and helical (cylindricaO
gears have beenincreasing by better moo,
50% pel" year since 1992.

~ 0 Qualiliers - Ema Products
Iae., a manufacturer of metalworking
compound. lubricant and pedaJty
chemicals in Chagrin Fall. OH. has
achieved ISO 900'1 certification 0 0 0

Compu.talional S,ste;m • Ine •. a man-
ufacturer of predictive maintenance
product and ervices for Large- cale
facililie ,and lulti~Arclnc.' North-
ea t Regional Coating Center have
qualified for the [SO 9002 certificate.

AcquiSitions -Miidbrook Prod~
lOci • Ina, of Jackson MJ. has acquired
Ad,vanced Cleaning Sy terns (AC ,), a

fanner operating unit of Dow Chemical.
Midbrook is a provider of industrial
parts cleaning sy tern .

FaciUti.es - Eagle Technol.ogy &
Manufacturing. Inc, has opened a
38,800 sq. ft. facility in Ro eville, MI. to
, ervice the North American automotive

indu try. It offers full- ervice OEM· up-
port for de ign and production of body
assembly welding. tooling and fixturing
.. . . Car'l Zeiss n\H D.ivision. has
announced the completion of the expan-
sion of its Brighton. MI. .Iocation. The
Brigjuon facility has become me onh
American headquarters for sales. applica-
tion development and lIaining for Zeiss
metr-ology 'products . . . Abar Ipsen
Industries will be relocating its engi-
neering department and the company'
marketing and corporate headquarters 'to
it existing manufacturing center :ifl
Rockford. a.. A new technology center
f r fumace development i also plann.ed.
The consolidation i scheduled to be com-
pleted. before the third quarter of W996.

ew!\1ov,es - Fassl rAG. a Swi
manufacturer of hard gear fini hing
machinery. has e tablished an American
division in Germantown (Milw.aukee,.
WI ... Go iger Inc., of Dayton, OH,

has become the first full-line U.S. dis- : TooL. L.P. in Love Park. [L AI the
tributor of die- inking and wire-cutting same time, Hans Gra h been pro-
EDM machines made by ONA mated to vice president of manufucmr-
Eleetreereslon, S.A. ing and engineering at American

Promotion.! - K.eith Liston has Pfauter, LoP.
been promoted to international ale
manager and Robert Phillip '10 vice
pre ident of manufacturing and engi-

Pfauter-Maag Cutting

lillUs What You Think ...
If you found this article of Interest and/or
useful, please circle 200.

New" Quiiclk, Eas,y, Accurate
Gear' and SpUne Ilnsjpection
....iincluding the industry"sflrst 1,DOD-pound capacity

o,ver balill pin siize measurement system.
Heavy Duty Gage-O-Matic™ instrument easily locates and
inspects smalll or extra large parts weighingl up to 11,000 pounds
with accuracy to Q1.0001!".Standardl Gage-Q-MaUe™ is a
compact, economical configuration for compsrabls accuracy in
internaUexterna.l. ~ear or SPlin.e-slze li~spection. Heavy $'- -.. - - ....
Duty Gear IRoller IS a Ibenchtop functional gear roller for M
cihecking runout deviations, tooth-to-tooth action, nicks.· oao

1

1
-,- I

For s:pecificatiions call (7,08) 377-24'96 or' F,ax (108)371-2546
MANUFACTURED 'GEA'R & 'GAGE, INC.

P. O. Box 7155, IElgin, IL 60121
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Innovation ...
AMS-250-1AL CNC Analytical Gear Tester

The world's most eavencea gear metrology system
The tnnovstion ...

This Premium Grade GNC Gear Tester
incorporates revolutionary design features

which were not possible just a few years
ago. Using the latest technology, our

product design team has built the
most advanced GNG Gear Tester

available in today's market. And
they've made the AMS-2S0

affordable at the same timel The
combination of advanced technology

and off-the-shelf components makes the
AMS-250 a respected, high-performance,

econornicat instrument for Gear Metrology.

WinSpect ™ Platform ...• Modular no-wear design
• Aerostst;c bearing - provides

non..:ontact motion of aI/
axes

• Linear motor drives
• Ultra-high resolution -

Linear = 0.01 microns
Rotary = 0.045 arc
seconds

• WinSpect Platform
• Inteltl1)PC electronics
• Advanced test data

collection, evaluation,
analysis, and post-process
management

• Atf8IIBb1e in High-Accuracy &
Standard-Accuracy grades

A powe.rlul and friendty tooll This appli-
cation guides operator part setup' and
test sequencing to automatically evalu-
ate gear test reeuus, tnen quickly pro-
duces an analysis using AGMA,
DIN, ISO.or user specified toler-+
ances. Combine this with the unn- 'i.l-
valed flexibility of the MicTOSOffl!:j)
Windows 1:11f Operating System and you
have a simple means for data collec-
tion, analysis, and post- process man-
agement of critical gear tes! results.
Results never before achievab.lel

CIRCLE 109 on READER SERVlICE CAFID

Questions? We are at your
service! Our proven technlclJl
staff with 175+ years of SIfNIr
technology experience will help
you find solutions and leam
more about this remarlulble
instrument. For prompt
assistance, call or FAX our
WinSpect Product Team at:

American Sykes Company
Solutlons for the Gear Manufacturer

1302 Research Park Drive
Beavercreek, OH 45432

Tel 513-427-0507· FAX 513·427·9653

I>B A member of the
David Brown Group



EDM _

Specialty Gears
hom the Mars Lander to car doors, gears cut with fDM tind their niche.

Introduction
The capabilities and limitations of

manufacturing gears by conventional
means are well-known and thoroughly
documented. In the search to enhance or
otherwise improve the gear-making

process, manufacturing methods have
extended beyond chip-cutting-hob-

bing. broaching. shaping, shaving.
grinding,ete.-and their inherent. limi-
tations based on cutter selection and
speed, feed rate , chip thickness per
tooth, cutting pressure, cutter deflec-
tion, chatter, surface finish, material

hardness, machine rigidity. tooling.

setup and other items.
In this expanded search for improve-

ment, EDM (Electrical Discharge
Machining) has been utilized in more

and more cases. EDM involves very few
of the above criteria. thereby eliminating

many of the problems associated. wi.1.h
traditional methods. Granted. EDM can

create some of its own problems, but on
the whole, it makes de: ign and manufac-

ture of certain applications much simpler
than conventional. means. This article
will examine a few examples.

The Process
Very briefly, 8DM is a machining

process thai. removes material by spark
erosion. Using special generators,
pulsed DC or AC current is used to
vaporize and! melt conductive material
away instead of mechanically shearing
a chip, as ill conventional machining.

Thecurrent is delivered to the work-

piece via. an electrode, Depending upon
the application and machine, the elec-
trode can be a small diameter alJoy
wire, as in the case of wire EDM or a
pre-shaped, solid electrode that is used
in a vertical or "sinker" EDM.

The spark gap of each. machine type
must be flushed with a dielectric fluid

which is integral to the EDM process ..

E. B,ud G,uitrau F.II.A.E.,
E &: M Engineering

The wire EDM uses deionized water

that is regulated within a self-contained,
closed-loop filrration and deionization

system. The vertical EDM typically

uses at specialty engineered dielectric
oil similar to kerosene, but with a high

flash point. Both machines can use
either as a dielectric, but as a rule, wire
machines use DI water, and vertical

EDM machines use a light oil engi-
neered specifically for EDM use.

The Pl'oj;ect
The first application is a gear assem-

bly that is part of the drive mechanism
that will retract the protective airbags,
enabling other actuators to reorient the

Mars Pathfinder Vehicle after its project-
ed landing on Mars in July of 1997 (see
sidebar). Since the lander may come to
rest in any position, (upside down, side-
ways, etc.), this mechanism's task is to

right the vehicle into its "heads up" posi-
tion so it can function properly. The

development and design of this complex

and challenging project is being done by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in
Pasadena, CA.

Faux gears were required within one
component of the Pathfinder Lander
deployment. mechanism called the airbag
retraction actuator or ARA. 1\vo of the
gears were produced using a wire-cut

EDM. This is a machine tool that can cut
almost any conductive material using an
electrically charged wire as a cutting
electrode, The wire passes through the
workpiece as the machine acts like an

electric band saw. The wire electrode is

usually made of various brass alloys and
ranges in sizes from .001-'(}]2" in diam-
eter, For these gears, a brass wire of
.008" diameter was used.

Because the wire electrode must pass

completely through the PaJ.1 or outside
of it along its periphery, spur gears are
an ideal application for wire EDM, but

gears located against larger shoulders or

another larger diameter gear on the same
shaft cannot be wire-cut. For them a ver-

tical EDM or "sinker" must be used.

Instead of using a wire electrode, a
vertical EDM uses solid, pre-shaped

electrodes typically made of copper or a
special graphite refined specifically for
EDM use. These electrodes are made
with the obverse shape of the desired
details. For example, a free-standing
male pinion gear located against a
shoulder would be machined with a

female electrode. The electrodes used
for this project were produced on the

wire EDM using the same tooth geome-

try macro from the actual wire-cut gear
program, providing identical part accu-

racies and matching gear geometry.
During 8DM machining, these elec-
trodes are "burned" into the solid blank,

eroding the workpiece and leaving a
finished gear impression requiring no

Fig..2 - b:plodedl view 01the ARA.
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The Procedure
The decision to use EDM to cut the

gears was based on several factors:
Workpiece Material-Initially, EDM

was examined because of material prop-
erties. The gear loads will be quite high,
and a tough, high-strength material was
needed, so a maraging steel was select-
ed. While this is a very tough material,
its tendency to shrink during heat treat-
ing could affect the precise fit and mesh
required for the finished gear assembly.
Further, the final hardness specification
would make any additional machining
needed to correct any deformation cause
by heat treatment very difficult. Using
EDM allows the blank to be prehard-
ened to its final specification and be
machined "in the hard," eliminating any
further processing.

Process Flexibility-Using EDM to
manufacture gears allows for quick and
virtually infinite adjustment of sizes
and shapes of gear geometry without
the need for custom hobs, shapers or
broaches typically used in conventional
gear manufacture. This degree of flexi-
bility is especially important in any
"cut-and-try" process of development.

Product Design-Besides having
the ability to produce special gear
assemblies quickly and economically,
EDM can help steer the actual product
design. Because the weight and size of
components are primary considerations
of space exploration, they must be as

light and compact as possible.
Unfortunately, some parts must be
designed to be stronger and heavier
than use specifications require merely
to survive the rigors of their own
machining and manufacture.

For example, sections of the part
might be made thicker than necessary or
have bosses added to facilitate tooling
or clamping. The use of EDM on this
part eliminated some of the tooling pro-
visions typically required for holding
the parts during conventional machin-
ing, because there is no physical contact
of a cutter and workpiece. Material is
removed with electricity instead of a
mechanical cutter, eliminating the con-
cerns of cutting pressures, clamping
pressures, surface work-hardening, etc.

Since EDM is a "non-contact sport,"
part design and tooling considerations
can be made without concerns for cut-
ting pressures, setup rigidity, part wall
thickness, etc. Part design can be opti-
mized and manufacturing engineering
can be simplified. This means that
lighter, smaller parts can be made with
more compact designs that help address
the critical considerations of size and
weight. In this case, a lighter launch and
deployment vehicle will allow the use
of a larger, heavier payload-the reason
for the launch in the first place.

Product Testing-Since the gear
hubs needed lightening, they were wire-
cut with an internal hex bore which not

ROUGH LANDING
Here's your assignment, should you choose to accept it. Design gears to oper-

ate in a high-torque, low-temperature, dirty environment. They will be dropped
from a vehicle traveling 13,645 mph and from 8,500 km in space. They will strike the
rocky, low-gravity surface of Mars at approximately 50 mph and will bounce as
high as a nine-story building as many as 15 times before coming to rest. The good
news is the mechanisms have to work only once; the bad news is they must work.
There will be no second chance.

Cushioning the landing and righting the lander are the
tasks of the airbag retraction actuators and the lander petal
actuators on the Mars Pathfinder Lander. Once on the
ground, the airbags (made of a Kevlar-like material, Vectran,
which may be ripped and deflated or still intact) have to be
taken out of the way so the lander's solar panels can work.
The lander itself, a tetrahedron roughly one meter in diame-
ter, may land upside down or on its side and will have to be
righted in order to function. EDM-cut gears are vital to the
successful operation of both of these mechanisms.

only removed a significant amount of
mass from the body of the gear hub, but
also made dyno testing easier by allow-
ing a common hex-shaft adapter to be
used on all gears during speed and
torque tests.

After careful analysis, engineers
from the Spacecraft Mechanisms En-
gineering section of JPL concluded that
gears made by EDM would fulfill all
four of these criteria, and they then
moved to contract that part of the pro-
ject to an experienced EDM house.

JPL chose the Maroney .company in

Northridge, CA. Maroney is a precision
prototype EDM and machining facility
with experienced EDM specialists,
state-of-the-art machinery, a proven
track record and the flexibility to shep-
herd through this kind of special project.

The Product
The wire-cut spur gear for the lander

is made from Vascomax C300, has a
.917" PD and a face width of 1 inch.
The tooth form is modified and has a
25° pressure angle (see Figs. 1-2).
Before machining, the blanks were pre-
hardened to have a yield strength
greater than 2000 Mpa (290 ksi). Using
the vertical EDM, the remaining gear
details were completed. Both processes
(wire and sinker) provided gears of
exceptional form and surface.

Extensive testing was done to analyze
tooth form, surface condition and tooth
thickness. For a 48-tooth gear, accura-
cies of the wire-cut parts had an average
variance of only .00028" from a perfect

tooth form. The parts produced on the
vertical EDM have a .00028" taper
across the gear face due to electrode
wear, which resulted in a total average
variance of .0005". These tolerances are
equivalent to an AGMA class 10 gear.

Concerns about recast, the very thin
layer of thermally changed material
remaining on the surface after EDM
cutting, proved largely unwarranted.
Maroney's experience and the use of a
special anti-electrolysis generator with
technology proprietary to Mitsubishi
Electric (Japan) kept the finish and sur-
face integrity well within specifications.

During these tests, it became obvi-
ous that making and testing custom



gears by conventional means (hobs,
master gears, etc.) would be both time-
consuming and cost-prohibitive. While
the EDM process is not necessarily
applicable to everyday production
gears, it proves invaluable for almost
any experimental, R&D or specialty
gear applications.

As with most experimental products,
gears produced in this manner will cost
more than the standard "off-the-shelf,"
garden-variety, but considering that, in
the case of the lander, a multi-billion dol-
lar investment will be over 140,000 miles
away on another planet, gear failure is not
an option. It simply has to work. Cost
becomes a secondary consideration, with
reliability being the primary concern.
EDM has helped insure that.

Molded Gears
EDM has uses in more down-to-earth

applications as well. A small (approxi-
mately 1" in diameter) helical gear to be
used within the electric window mecha-
nism of an automobile was needed. This
gear needed to be quiet-running, long-
wearing and have a natural lubricity
because it was to operate within the
auto's door panel and could not be easi-
ly lubricated. For this application, an
engineered nylon was chosen to provide
these characteristics.

If this had been a straight gear or
spline, the mold cavity could have been
machined using a wire EDM, but
because the gear was helical, this
became a CNC EDM application. A heli-
cal gear was machined from copper
(slightly undersized to allow for the
spark) and used as an electrode. The
electrode was held in the spindle of a
Mitsubishi CNC EDM equipped with a
C-axis from System 3R that allows
servo-controlled helical machining.
Accuracies are virtually assured because
the C-axis has a resol ution of .001 of one
degree and complements the servo reso-
lutions of 0.1 micron or 0.000004".

Programming was very simple,
requiring only a few lines of code com-
manding the machine head to advance in
the Z-axis while simultaneously rotating
the C-axis, literally screwing the elec-
trode into the workpiece, eroding the
material in front of it. After passing

Specials or Standards:
Our 50 year history as a job shop specializing in
toothed parts gives us the edge over the competition
when it comes to helping your new project come to life.
Familiarity and understanding of the theory and
generating methods used to produce gears, splines and
related designs combined with our large cache of
tooling odds up to intelligent and accurate results.
Standards are also a specialtyl Others include:
~>Helical Jaw Tooth Forms for Couplings
>d Internal and External High Helix Helicals
~>Face Gears - Tapered Gears and Splines
~>Compensated Gear Electrodes for Mold Cavities
~>Aircraft Splines Cut in Exotic Materials

Fast & Accurate
With over 10,000+ gear and spline cutting tools, and 750
different lead helical guides in stock, your custom job will be
completed with a minimal lead time. Our recent move and
expansion into our new 50,000 + square foot facility has
brought all of our equipment together under one roof. This,
combined with our experienced stoff, gives us greater
versatility and the ability to complete your work within your
delivery requirements. Our increased abilities include:
r- CNCGear Shaping, Turning and Machining
r- 1OD's of Conventional Shapers and Hobbers
r- Straight and Helicol Broaching Department
r- Keyseating -large and Small Sizes and Shapes
r- Full Toolroom Employing Expert Machinists
r- Breakdown Service With Expedited Deliveries
r- Prototypes of All Types to Prove Your Design FAST
r- Quality Systems Conform to Mll-I-45208 Gavt Stds

Perry Technology Corporation
P.O. Box 21 / 29 Industrial Pk Rd. PH· (860) 738-2525
New Hartford, CT. 06057 FAX:(860) 738-2455
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EDM _

Fig. 3 - Stacked spur gears inan IEDM.
completely through the mold insert, the
final finish was obtained by using low
current settings and a small circular
orbit of approximately .0100 per side.
The final finish required no further pro-
cessing or polishing.

Manufa.cturing Engineering
The decision to mold these gears

instead of machining them was based
011 the part material, the quantity
required and the part tolerances. The
decision to use EDM to machine the
mold cavity was arrived at after evaluat-
ing the time and expense of convention-
al machining. The following are a few
considerations and observations.

Machining Plastic Gears-Machin-
ing each gear was not an acceptable
avenue because of the large quantity of
gears required and the reluctance to use
an expensive metal-cutting machine to
machine plastic parts ..

Both the quantity and material
requirements favored the construction
of a plastic-injection mold to inexpen-
sively mold the production parts rather
than machine them. With this decided,
next came determining the best way to
machine the mold cavity.

Conventional Cavity Making-The
usual method of machining an internal
helical gear would be broaching or
internal shaping. Both of these methods
were ruled out for several reasons:

1..Because the part was to be molded,
part shrinkage must be taken into consid-
eration when making the cavity. In this
case, shrinkage was factored at 16%, and
all cavity-making methods must allow for
this. 'This shrinkage factor precIudesthe
use of "off-the-shelf' broaches, increas-
ing costs and extending deliveries.
Shaping this detail would require special
guides to be made, making an already
expensive proposition even more so.

14 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

2. Helical broaching must be done all
special machines capable of twisting the
broach through the part similar to the way
rifling in firearms is produced. Shapers
must rely on expensive guides and cutters
to produce an internal gear. Both methods
were deemed too expensive.

3. Whether the detail is to be
broached or shaped, all conventional
machining of the workpiece must be
done while the material is soft. When
machining is completed, the insert must
be deburred and polished, and then it
must be heat treated, which can cause
the cavity insert to shrink, expand or
otherwise move and possibly distort the
geometry of the gear.

Results
EDM was selected to produce the

cavities for injection molding because:
1. An inexpensive copper blank can

be hobbed and used as all electrode.
Electrodes are made undersized and as
long as the tooth form. and geometry are
correct, size and finish are easily con-
trolled by means of orbiting offsets dur-
ing machining,

2. This is a routing job for a C-rutlS-
equipped CNC EDM, requiring only the
helical electrode and a few simple lines
of programming code.

3. Parts made on an EDM are typi-
cally burned "in-the-hard," eliminating
any post-machining heattreating opera-
tions and the resulting potential for part
movement due to thermal influence.

Short Run Production
The last application we will examine

is one that EDM can address very well;
the making of replacement or discontin-
ued gears for repairs or older equipment.
These "onesy-twosy" or small lot, short-
run situations sometimes do not warrant
tooling up on conventional equipment.

In this example, multiple spur gears
are produced with a single cut by stack-
ing up the prehardened, blank material
and wire-cutting them from the solid
(See Fig 3). Internal diameters and key-
ways are typically machined firstthen
the gear shape. Since all operations will
be done in a single setup, perfectly con-
centric ODs and IDs are guaranteed.
After programming and setup, an appli-
cation such as this could run almost

totally untended with very little operator
intervention. A wire EDM machine
equipped with an automatic wire
threader could move from part to part
autonomously and easily complete the
project unattended during a overnight
"lights-out" shift

Again, EDM provides time and labor
savings on an otherwise expensive task.

Summary
Obviously, we cannot conclude from

these examples that EUM should
always be used to prototype special
gears, or that it should be used in all
mold-making applications. There is,
however, very strong evidence that
EDM is a viable method for producing
widely varying gear applications in a
timely manner while reducing costs and
eliminating secondary operations.

The scope of EUM gear use is very
wide, ranging from the Mars Lander, a
low-speed, high-torque application (0.7
rpm @ 100 ft/lbs), to the frenetic intensi-
ty of sustained, 11)00 to 10,000+ rpms of
a race car (see p. 34), to the relatively
mundane task of occasionally raising and
loweri:ng a car window. These signifi-
cantly different uses demonstrate the ver-
satility and reliability of EDM-cut gears.

While EDM will never replace the
traditional manufacturing methods of
gear making, it has proven to be a wor-
thy augmentation and a solution-finding
process that has a valuable and rightful
place in specific areas of gear develop-
ment and manufacture. 0

Reference:
Gillis-Smith, G. R. "Mars Pathfinder

Lander Deployment Mechanisms." Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena. CA. 1995.

Ten Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 201.

For more information about E & M Engi·
neering, please circle 238.

For more information about M. C.
Machinery Systems, Inc. Mitsubishi EDM
Division, please circle 202.

For more information about Maroney
Company, please circle 203.

For more information about Systems 3R
USA, please circle 204.
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With measuring capabilities up to
102" (2600mm), ingelnberg

mu/ti-fUllction GNG gear inspection
systems provide fully automatic

inspection and aJuaboo
of parallel axis gears, as well

as gear cutting tools, bevel gears,
rotors. camshafts, wonns ,and

wonn

With powerful yet easy-to-use gear-
inspection software, the Klingelnberg
GNG measuring centers consistently
deliver the highes accuracy in their
range, and wond-class repeatability.

Rapid, high-density measuring
cycles, inspection flexibility, and total

customer support comp ete the
K1ingelnbel'g package'.

For more information on our range of
GNG bevel gear equipment, ONO

worm-and thread-grinding machines,
and CNG gear measuring centers,

write or call
Uebherr-,America

1'465 Woodland Drive'
Saline, Michigan 48176,
au ,.421 -7225.
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~ CUTTIINGTOOLS, _

Cutting Tools Now
Carbides, Coatings & Other Hot Stuff

Nancy iBartels

ii he cutting tool is
basic to gear manu-

facturing. Whether
__ it's a hob, broach,

shaper cutter Of EDM wire.

not much gets done without
it. And the mission of the
tool remains the same as
always: removing material as

quickly, accurately and cost-
effectively as possible.
Progress in the field tends to

be evolutionary, coming
gradually over time. but

recently, a confluence of

emerging technologies and
new customer demands has
caused significant changes in
the machines. the materials

and the coatings that make

cutting tools.
What Customers

Want Now

Like the hi h writer Oscar
Wilde. cutting tool customers
have simple needs: They
want only the best. They also

Heat Treating ,is a ccl'm:rlll' step in manufacturing cutting fool's.

"6 GEAR TE.CHNOLOGV

with more technical and cus-

tomer support.
They are under pressure

to produce gears of higher
and higher quality and. as a

result, they are demanding
the same thing of their cUI.-

ling tool suppliers. They

want tools that are more
durable, can cut faster and
more accurately, but are still

cost-effective. Ken Brewer.
Sales Manager for Fette Tool
Systems. suggests that the
general push is toward tool

with grinding quality toler-
ances. He says, "People want

aerospace quality culling
tools withont having to pay
aerospace prices."

And everyone wants more

and better customer service
and warranties. "Machine
customers are demanding

longer-than-standard war-
ranties," says Bill McElroy
of GMI, distributor of a
range of gear manufactur-
ing machines, tooling and
cutting tools. "And they

want machines that are idiot-
proof." Harvey Yera of
National Broach concurs.

own work, its real purpose is to

provide some of the latest
equipment available to help

customers solve their tool. cUI.-

ting problems, Says Bob

Phi nips vice president of
manufacturing and engineer-

ing "It's not a profit center.
We do it for the customers.

We have to be willing to do
whatever it takes to have the
customer satisfied with his
cutting tool purchase."

Emerging Technnlogles
On. the machine side, the

latest development is dry

bobbing .. First introduced by
Liebherr about two. years
ago •.il has been greeted with
a mixture of enthusiasm and.

skepticism, according to. Ian
Shearing, vice president of
sales fer Liebherr America.

For example. Carl Johnsen.
vice president, cutting tools. at
FeUows Corp., cites the
expense of manufacturing,

nandling and sharpening car-
bide tooling as a major COIl-

cerns and calls dry hob bing

an "emerging technology."
Massimo Denipoti, managing
director of SU America. echoes

"Price is alway a factor, bUI th.is skepticism, pointing out
consistent high quality and
good, extensive customer

support is even more of an
issue," he says.

At Pfauter-Maag Cutting
Tools, part of a n1ne-year-long

redevelopment of the old
Barber Colman facility in
Loves Park, IL, has included

installation of a new testing
and analysis center. While the

company uses it to check on its

that il. is the machine manufac-

turers who are pushing the
technology and adding, "The
tool are fragile, e pensive,

high-maintenaace items. Many
people are just tryi.ng it out.
now, Itmay be just a fad."

But while some manufac-
turers are waiting for more
data before deciding about. dry
bobbing, the process is appear-

ingin many high-production
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facilities, particularly in the
automotive sector, and major
player in the gear hobbiag

an impact on cutting tools.
"They are more homoge-
neou than other teels and

machine market. Liebherr, provide a more even grain
Gleason and American Pfau-
ter, aU have machines that
offer dry bobbing capability.

Dry hobbing machines
share certain characteristics,
They are :rigid and very fast,
have speedy chip removal
and are capable of both wet
and dry hobbing,

According toJerry Knoy,
vice president of sales for
Pfauter-Maag, "Most new
machine have dry bobbing
capability. Even if customer
don't wanl to use it right
away, they want it there for
the future."

Beyond Robbing
Improvements in shaper

cutters will be following more
or less the same trends as
those in litobbing, according to
Fellows' Carl Johnson. He
sees continuing improvements
in coatings and material .
including high speed steels,
and more demand for di pes-
able tools. Like hob manufa -
turers, shaper cutter suppliers
will be confronted with a
demand for longer tool life.
better performance, higher
peed and more produCliv:ity.

Bill Maples of Star Cutter
observe that improvements
in powder metal will have

Sba,per cutter mamdacl1Iring.

structure,"he says, adding. '''I
think we' re going to see less
and ~e savail.ability of
wrought steel."

Makers of broaching tools
have to meet the same
demands from customers as
hob manufacturers, In re-
sponse to customer demands
for longer tool life, quieter
operation and longer times
between harpening, . ational
Broach has introduced the
SPIRALGLIDE broach bar.
which offer continuous
workpiece COIl tact. virtually
elirninati ng vibration and
noise. The company ays that
the new tool increase broach
life by 400%.

The other goal that broach
manufacturers are aiming
for, but have not yet reached,
is the ability to broach parts
after heal treating instead of
before to increase accuracy.

EDM is another technolo-
gy to watch. The jury is still
out on how effective it is in
cutting tool applications. Bill
Maples says that his compa-
ny used EDM to cut hobs for
awhile, but was unhappy
with the result. "We just
couldn't get the accuracy or

INow w1e show you
what you can'tsee,

Cllean
~oooIant nd
~!'I!!Iion.a
mainiElllilnC8 'r-,... IOIIIfIy
enclosed chamber syStem
8I'1SI..l1'IIS IroutM InIe
opera!ioo.

Wear Resistance
SpecIal 'ilOIItingII ....
lIVIIIabiIIup 10 70 Hl'IC
which ,in!Iuiw _long
if _.

Precision
AnR 01 <,(100'12'
~~
worI;pMce.~ '1Qr
grinding,. ~1P'f11ng.
luml>g, miIIlng.
inspectioo, b&lanclng
and fixluringc

Warranty
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Powerful inspection packages from the
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for multiple-machine installations and

remote on-line analysis.
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PFAUTER-MAAG GOES CELLULAR WITH CARBIDES

arbide as the tool material of choice has undergone a renaissance in the last
three years, and Pfauter·Maag Cutting Tools has primed itself to be in the
forefront of this change. As part of an overall refurbishing and restructuring

of the old Barber Colman operation it acquired in 1987. the company has installed a
9-machine (a tenth will be added by the time this article appears) carbide cutting
tool cell at its renovated plant in loves Park. IL

Because carbide is a hard material already, and no heat treating is required, all
the machines in the cell are grinders of one sort or another. Reineker form grinders
are used for roughing and Reishauers for finishing. Huffman and ITM grinders do
the gashing and threading from solid. Tropei grinders do face and bore grinding,
and a Studer grinder is used for shank grinding. A" the machines are less than
three years old.

Lead times for production will depend, of course, on the application, but material
removal time can run to roughly 50 hours with the new machines. (Actual lead
times for carbide tools will run from 8-16 weeks, depending on design and avail-
ability of stock blanks.) The machines can all run unattended, and the cell operates
seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

Flexibility and redundancy are important concepts on the Pfauter-Maag factory
floor. and the carbide cell is no exception. While every effort is made to keep the
equipment in the cell exclusively for carbide hob production, it does serve as back-
up for the steel cutting equipment. "But the carbide always has first priority," says
Bob PhiUips, vice president of manufacturing and engineering.

The carbide cell was one of the most recent renovations at the Loves Park plant
for a number of reasons. P-M had other, more urgent issues to address first And
until three years ago, there wasn't sufficient demand for carbide tools to make set-
ting up a separate manufacturing cell worthwhile.

Then in 1994, improved carbide material and coatings, developments in machine
technology, including dry hobbing, and the pressure of environmental concerns
combined to reach critical mass, and the demand curve for carbide cutting tools
began to look like a 900 angle. In 1994, P-M sold 17 carbide hobs.ln 1995 it sold 350.
Projections for 1996 run to 50 carbide hob sales a week.

At that point it made sense to have a separate cell. NThere were a lot of good
reasons to separate
carbide manufactur-
ing from the other
processes." says
Phillips. "The charac-
teristics of carbide
are very different
from those of steel;
there are only ha rd
operations, and the
filtration process is
different. We also
wanted to develop
awareness on the
part of operators that
this was a completely
different process. H 0 A finisllirinder in Plallter-M ••• '. carllide cell.
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On the other hand. both
Fellows and Pfauter-Maag
successfully u e ·DM in cer-
tain niche applications. Rack:
cutting tools to AA quality
can be made with EDM. and
National Broach use EDM
to make pot broach and blind
spline rings. Pfauter-Maag
has purchasedrwo AGJE-
CUT™ HSS ]50 wire EDM
machlne to make special
rack and shaper cutters.

The Carbide Connection
Carbide tool go hand in

hand with the new dry hob-
bing machines. Tony Spinks.
of Parker Indu 'tries in
Bohemia. NY. calls earbide
tooling one of the "hOI
trends" of the moment

It wasn't always this way.
Time was when carbide was
known for its expen e, :its
brittlene sandIt general
unsuitability as a cutting
tool material. Bur recent
developments in micrecar-
bides and their processing
have closed up 'the pores in
the materia], and made il. con-
siderably tronger and hard-
er. According [0 Primo
Pappafava ,. president. of
General. Carbide Corp .. rIle
addition of mOJ:1ecobalt to the
carbide has increased its
strength .. and filler particle
size (down to less than .. 6
microns in some cases)
makes for a harder part. Now
carbides are available with
400.000 p i trengih, no visi-
ble pore ity and 91. Rockwell
Ahardne .

Not A Panacea
While a lot of people are

jumping on the carbide
[ooVdry bobbing bandwagon.
many are careful te point out
that it's not good for every
application. Dr. Walter
Eggert. Managing Director
of the Pfauter Group. says:
"Carbidehobbing is an



attractive approach in many and a bad tool, and cutting
applications, bUI it isn't
always the best solution."

It seems to work best in
high-production applica-
tions, such as automotive
and hand tools, and in pitch
ranges from 12 to 20 DP.

Dry hobbing, which in
alma t all cases uses carbide
tooling, requires. some
means for disposing of hot
drips quickly. In successful
dry hobbing, 7(JL80% ofthe
heat generated needs to be
carried away in the chips.

The ability to do this,
according to Ian Shearing. is
a function of cutter diameter,
number of cutter gashes,

tool manufacturers take their
coating operations very seri-
ously. Star Cutter is so par-
ticular about its tool coatings
that it makes its own to
ensure quality.

Introduced in the early
1980s, titanium nitride (TiN)
is the workhorse of coatings ..
It is useful over a broad
spectrum of applications and
offers, conservatively speak-
ing, an increased tool life of
200-300%.

But as with other pans of
the cutting tool manufactur-
ing process, research con-
tinues 'to improve TiN
applications. Multi-Arc Inc.

number of starts, the axial has been researching the
feed rate and the number of interaction between surface
teeth in the workpiece. Ifthe
combination of these can be
juggled to give the necessary
chip thickness, dry bobbing
will be successful. If not. it's
not an option.

There are other draw-
backs to carbide hobbing, In
many cases, new machines,
with their demand for huge
capital outlays, are required.
Cutting tools themselves are
also very expensive-any-
where from 3-5 times the
cost of high speed steel
tools, and they require
sharpening machines that
use CBN/diamondi wheels,
For many applications, the
selection of a good high
speed steel with the proper
coating may be a better
choice than carbide.

Cnatings
The third leg of the cut-

ting tool triangle is coatings,
The purpose of too] coating
is to keep the heat generated
in the cutting operation away
from the materia] substrate.
The right coating for the
right application can be the
difference between a good

preparation and the perfor-
mance of coatings and has
found a direct corollary
between the amount of
improvement provided and
the quality of the prepara-
tion. A badly prepared sur-
face (one with burrs, nicks,
or one that is poorly ground)
win not be improved by
coating nearly as much as
one that is properly prepared.

A result of this research is
Multi-Arc's new Super TiN
process for recoating hobs, It
is a sequence of stripping the
old coating, pre-coat polish-
ing, an improved, smooth
coating process and post-coat
polishing, which results in
doubling the too] life of hobs.

But newer materials and
machines have also demand-
ed newer, more efficient
coatings; hence the appear-
ance in the last 3-4 years of
titanium carbonitride (TiCN)
and titanium aluminum
nitride (TiAIN). TiCN is a
good coating choice for
applications where moderate
heat is generated. It is useful
for machining abrasive or

SP:I:RAL BIEVIEL GEARS

Spirall & Straight Bevel Gear Manufactur,ing.
Commen~ial to aircraft ,qua'iity gear,ing.

Spur, Ihelliicall.splined shahs. intemall & lextemal.
sbaved & ground Igears. Spilral bevel grinding.

IMil-I-4SZ08·' Mil·SiD·4S66Z. SPC
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• No part programming required • Single

page reporting gives you all the facts at a

glance with four charts on one sheet.
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Contact GMI to see /low our versatile
deburring/chamfering machines can
finish the gears you've started.

TIlt IIIIdJre lIIfIJI CIIII bI
fi1rBd wftfI COIIVIf7IionaIIJIfnd/n(}
wtI8eIs, CBN. /IBIIdI grinders, or
mHiino attachl7l8l7ts, for maximum
versatilHy. Machines can also iJ8
fumish6d with 8Iectric motors
(shown above) for brushing
operations.

GMf gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.
- ---

GMI
6708 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence. OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX(216) 642-0231
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adhesive materials, or those
that are difficult to machine,
such as aluminum alloy, tool
steels and Inconel. TiAIN is
the optimum coaling for use
with carbide tools. It offers
much beuer oxidation re i .
tancethan TiN (up to 800De).

The heat generated during

hand-holding for customers
as they learn to use the new
technology. But some people
suggest that the implications
of these new developments
are even more far reaching.
Ian Shearing speculates. that
the faster peeds and feeds of

dry-cutting-capable mach-
cutting creates a rop I'ayer of mes, which have dropped
aluminum oxide. a 'thermal
bamer coating with low heat
transference, which i e en-
tial in dry cutting operation .

The other coaling to keep
an eye on is molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2). This is a
coaling for high speed steels
which first appeared in aero-
space applications. It is a
solidfilm with a low coeffi-
cient of friction. and iris
removed ala controlled rate.
Wor.1t. with thi material in
Europe suggest that applied
by pby ical vapor depo ition
on top of a TiN or TiAIN
surface. it has application in
bobbing. The material. doe
not remain Oil, the euuing
edges of the tool. but now
into the flutes and spaces
between the teeth, where it
promote chip now away
from the work

Where To From H.ere?
The direction of cutting

tool technology eems fairly
dear: faster speeds. more
exotic materials, and more

price-per-piece costs, may
have effectively put the
brakes on lite development of
chipless methods of gear pro-
duction. He goes on to add,
"The speeds in machines are
now approaching direct motor
peeds, If the trend continues,

the days of kinematic dri yes

may be numbered." 0

T.II Us What You Think...
If you found this articla of
interest and/or useful. please
circl ...

If you would ~ke more infoma-
tion about any of the compa-
nies or products mentions in
this article. please circle the
appropriate Reader Service No.
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Parker Industries circl. 215
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Lei Process Industries, a leader in the manufacture of
Custom Gears, do your gear grinding for you!
Using AeishauerRZ-300 and AZA's, Process Gear can
finish-grind external gears per your specifications:
Capabilities lnc'I'ude: ,4 DP to 481DP

7 Tooth and U'.p,
U'p,to 12" 'DO

CNC Gear AnalysiS provides documentation of gear
quality as well as in process control.
Call today and leI.Process Gear putlheir 50 years of
gear production experience to work for you.

Please ,call ,800-,860-1,637 today; for more' Information,
Of .FA.X your prints to .847 ..671.,6840 ..

3B6O IN. River Road • Schiller IPark, II. 60176

For More tntormetio» Call
The Comoemes Of

1-800-8&0'1631 Process rndustrles
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Accuracy naceab1e to NIST' Repeatability

(six sigma) to sub-micron levels .. True

generative index, lead and involute testing

,,.Bevel gear prooess control packages

.. Precise four-axis flexibility.
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Cylkro" Gears: An
Alternarive in Mechanical

P T ..
"~,QW1er ' ,rans,mlS,S,lon

Introduction
Bevel gears have been the standard for several

decades in iruaticns where power transmission
has to occur between shafts mounted at a given
angle. Now a new approach has been developed
that challenges the bevel gear' de facto monop-
oly in such applications. The concept is based on
the principle of the crown gear; i.e.. a cylindrical
pinion mates with a face gear. Crown Gear B.V. in
Enschede, Holland. is tile developer of these spe-
dally gear teeth, which are marketed under the
trade name Cylkro®.

Features of the Cylkro Gear
The Cylkro transmission is an angular gear

pair con isting of a cylindrical pinion with an
involute tooth profile mating with a Cylkro gear.
The upper gear pair in Fig. I is a normal cylindri-
cal gear pair. Shown beneath it are three Cyl.kro
gears using '[hearne pinion with differen! shan
angles and gear ratios.

The geometry of a Cylkro gear is determined
by the following factors: the geometry of the

mating pinions, the relative positioning of the
pinion axi . in relation to the Cylkro gear axis and
the pair's gear ratio. The pinion's geometry
remains constant along its face width, The geom-
etry of tile Cylkm gear can be regarded as a rack;
however. the pressure angle varies over the face
width (See Fig. 2).

Devel.opment
The general principles of face geargeometry

and the necessary cutting techniques were readily
available in the 1930s. but specific knowledge of
the preci e geometry and load distribution char-
acteristics of face gears were lacking. These top-
ics were the first to be researched and applied to
the development of Cylkro gears. Advanced com-
puter programs were used to develop and opti-
mize the geometry. Many production methods
were evaluated, and the generating hob proce
was eho en as the:rno t efficient.

The next step in the development proce was
the de ign of a new generation of HSS and bard
metal generating hob. Initially the milling cut-
ter profile were pinion-shaped. During ubse-
quem development round , the cutter hapes
were graduany adapted for the production of
Cylkro gear on commercially available CNC
bobbing machines.

The power packing optimization abilities
(minimal power transmission-volume ratios) of
the first production batches were tested exten-
sively. Testing and measurement methodologies
and instrumentation were developed along with
the production proce s. DIN 3962 and 3965 tan-
dard were applied. The manufactured geometry
can. now be compared exactly with the theoretical
geometry. allowing a quality-controlled manufac-
turing process of the face gears.

It is now possible to manufacture Cyllo:o gears
suitable for power-intensive Iran missions. In thi
article the rno t frequently u ed form of Cylkro
gear transmissions, i.e., 900 shalt angles using
spur gear teeth, win serve as the basis for all

Fig..1 - Cylkro gears meshing at various shan angll$. examples. unless otherwise indicated.



Technology
Geometry. The geometry of the pimon, its

position in relation to the axis of rotation of the
Cylkro gear and the transmission ratio determine
the geometry of the teeth. Formulas have been
applied (0 calculate the geometry of the teeth in

every possible application and for every shaft
angle between D° and I J D°. with or without an off-
set pillion, and with spur or helical pillions.

Contact pat/l lines. Atransverse cross section
of a Cylk:ro gear can be treated as a rack and pin- Jilig. 2 - The vlI'ri~blegeometry oflhe Cylkro gear.

ion pair. The rack's pressure angle isa variable
value along the entire face width of 'the gear. The
variable pressure angle ensures that pinion and
gear teeth keep mooth contact path lines between
them (see Fig. 3).

Since contact path lines are skewed, the char-
acteristics of Cylkro gear pairs are similar to those
of helical cylindrical gear pairs, with the same
helix angle. This is true for the gear's rotation
characteristics. its acoustic performance, its power
transmission capabilities and its overlap ratios.

Transmission power packing density. The
strength of material. calculations for bending
strength and pitting resistance meet DIN 3990
and ISO 6336 standards. Cylkro-speci£1c factors
in these randards were incorporated, and the
newly emerging standards were verified and lFig. 3 - LInes .of contact at the pillion and th Cylkro gearRll!lk.
proven correct by means of finite element analy-
sis methods (FEAfFEM) and with back-to-baek
life tests (see Fig. 4). All factors commonly used
in strength of material calculations. such as the
Ka factor, the dynamic Kv factor. etc., were also
used with these gears.

These developmenrefforts, especially gear
tooth optimization. have resulted in transmission
power packing densities equaling or exceeding
those of bevel gears. depending on transmission
ratios and shaft and helix angles.

ManUfacturing. Cylkro gears are manufac-
tured with standard CNC-contro.l1ed bobbing
machines. This guarantees aniefficient and contin-
1I0US work flow. allowing high precision dimen-
sioning. The production steps are lathing the
blank, cutting the Leeth in the non-hardened base
material. hardening to HRc 6~± I, machining the
locating faces (datum planes), finish-cutting the
teeth flanks wilh hard metal milling cutters or
grinder and honing a fine-fiai hing profile
adjustment if necessary.

The new generation milling cutters developed
by Crown Gear ,can be sharpened without run-
ning the risk of changing the cutting geometry.
The geometry of the millingcutter is determined
by the pinion's gear teeth characteristics, uch as
its module, number ofl.eeLh, helix angle and

I~l~ruon
Cylkro
Gear

Fig. 4 - FEM stresses on a CyII.-I)otooth.

addendum modification. Cylkro gears can be
manufactured with these milling cutters regard-
less of axis angles, transmission ratios or axis
centerline offset.

Cylk:ro gear verification uses 3-D, CNC mea-
surement banks. The gear's calculated standard
profile parameters are stored in the 3-D measure-
ment bank and compared with the actual measured
3-D values. The deviation patterns are obtained in
the fonn of a computer output wilh micrometer
orders of magnitude (Il range), Thepatterns are
directly related 10 the quality of production.

H. F. Gil'endel
is sales manager
wilh Crollif!' Oear B. V.
Enschede. Tire
Nemeriands.
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fig. 5 -'ing'le-sta,ge driven turntabl (i = fOil.

Fig, 6, - Multi-power design for II pinion _-.S lin integra led p.art of a shaft.

Fig. 7 - Centmlly driven shaftwitb e eral dislri!:mll'on potnts,
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Proper,ties. Cylkro gear systems have the fol-
lowing characteristics:

• The pinion is a normal spur gear whose axial
posit jon ha no influence on the me hing zone,

• Assembly time is reduced because only the
axial position of the face gear needs to be set,

• Lapping is unnecessary because all gears
irrespective of their tooth numbers or shaf angles
may be interchangeably meshed with the com-
mon pinion upon which the particular generating
hob geometry is based.

'. Axial load ona pinioa wi!h. stJraighl spur
teeth is non-exi stent,

• Meshing is smooth thanks to the system's
oblique contact lines and high contact ratio,

• The system offer ihigh transmission ratio in
one stage,

• Cost-effective manufacture on conventional.
CNC gear hobbing machines is possible.

• Using straddle-mounted pinions is po ible.
• Zero backlash high-accuracy applications

may easily be realized.
• High- trength teeth 3Ad good contact. geom-

etry give high torque capability.
Tee1mical and economic benefits ...The unique

feall1res of Cylkro gears bringcertain economic
and teehnicaj benefits that would not normally be
po ible with bevel gears or that would be possi-
ble only at great cost.

The ab ence of the need for any axial adjust-
ment of the pinion shaft during mounting, repair
or maintenance isa 'lime saver. especially with
high-tech assemblies. The can tructlon ofthe pin-
ion bearing can be greatly simplifiedlhanks lO!he
ab ence of axial loads. The use of bilateral pinion
bearing is pos ible when the assembly requires
extremely rigid construction. The ylikro gear
construcrion is characterized by a high degree of
efficiency as a result of the slidingeffect of gen-
eranng tooth flanks while ill motion.

Other economic benefits lie in the simplicity
of tile cylindrical pinion, which has obvious man-
ufacturing cost advantages over conical pinions.
Furthermore. Cylkro gears can be produced with
much more economical tooling and machinery
than bevel gears. The arne machine tool can be
used for coarse and fine machining, eliminating
special machinery for finishing pas es. Th lap.
ping proee s maybe eliminated altogether thanks
10 the high tolerance fini hing pas gears receive
in the standard production proce s.

Applications. The unique properties of the
Cylkro gear allow new approaches to design and
manufacturing. Cylkro gear sets can be made:in a
wide range of gear ratios. with axial freedom of
the pinion and a free choice of shafl angle ..



I A wide range of gear ratios. 'Theoretically the
Cylkro transmission is suited for an possible gear
ratios (i -> 00). However, the effective face width
of the Cylkro teeth. in the area of the mner diame-
ter will be reduced as a result of root undercutting
when u ing man gear ratios (i -c- 1.5} fora haft
angle of 90°. In these instances, the mechanical
power transmission capability of Cylk:ro gears is
smaller than ill bevel gears of comparable size.
Cylk:ro gears may definitely be used as power
transmission gears when gear ratios equal or
exceed i = 1.5.

No technical limitations exist regarding the
production proce s for large gear ratios. A gear •
ratio of i = ~2, for in tance, would normally be !I
designed in several stages, reducing the physical I
weight and, consequently, the material cost of the i
gear train. For some designs, however, it is advis-
able to design a single, large stage transmission.

The largest gear ratio achievable with bevel
gears (i = 6 - 8) is determined by the production
process itself. Cylkro gears, however, can han-
dle large gear ratio in one single stage without
any difficulties.

A typical application can. be found in environ-
ments requ,iring a high degree of constant angular
velocity. For example, Fig. 5 shows an application
where a gear ratio oLi = 10 is combined with tight
angular velocity precision for the 'turning table. It
is obviou that the total cumulative pitclt error of
this Cylkro gear is averaged 'Over the largest pos-
sible gear diameter. With a diameter half the size
'Orwith a double-staged gear, the error deviation
would approximately be twice as large. The
Cylkro gear design combines both large gear
ratio andpreci ion constant angular velocity.
Cylkro gear dimen ions play a secondary role.
Different gear ratios can be achieved imply by
changing the number of teeth on the Cylkro gear.
For some appficanons one gearbox can be used
for several gear ratios with the same housing,
bearings, pinion(s),etc.

Axial freedom of the pinion. Cylindrical gears
may be offsei freely in both axial and radial
directions wiUlin reasonable limits without neg-
ative impact on the lines of action of the teeth.
This degree of freedom in either direction does
not exist in bevel gears. Bevel gears individual-
:Iy require precise installation and tuning to
achieve a good bearing contact and the right
backlash tolerance,

The Cylkro transmission oombinesboth types
of gears. It requires adjustment amy in the axial,
direction to obtain a good bearing contact (the
pinion teeth's ba e tangent lengths do not affect
this). Axial pinion motion is perfectly possible. fig. n - Dual-feed screwfor an iQjeclioo molding machlae,

Fig. 9 - Coaxial ,oounler-rotating propellers.

Fig. 10 -inety degrees (90°) dual-speed gearcbox.



Adjustmentsare greatly simplified; moreover, the
engagement of several pinioas on one Cylkro gear
or one pinion with two Cylkro gears simultane-
ously is made easy.

Another good example of the axial freedom is
the pinion as an integrated part of a motor shaft.
The motor shaft mates directly with the CyUcro
gear; there is no requirement for any axial adjust-
ment. The motor's own axial movement does not
influence the bearing contact. Fig. 6 shows a multi-
power design, which is used in situations where

!Fig. n- Conical mixer ..

/

Fig,. 13 - l\I1illing machine heads,
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one Cyllcro shaft drives several rapidly turning
pinion shafts or in situations where more than one
motor drives one Cylkro shaft.

Fig. 7 shows a common driving shaft onto
which a set of pillions i. mounted, each driving a
Cylkro gear. This conseuction is commonplace in
farming machinery. Axial dilations of the pinion
shaft: because of temperature changes, for exam-
ple, have no .influence on the lines of action of the
teeth, nor on the rotation ail symmetry of the out-
going shafts ..

The rolling mill drum design shown in Fig. 8
is an even better demonstration of the axial free-
dom of the pinion. Thanks to the possibility of
the axial displacement freedom offered by the
Cylkro gear design. the rolling mill drum's cen-
terlines can be adjusted to accommodate milling
material plate thicknesses. It is also possible to
mount mill drums with other diameters. This
does not affect the bearing contact or any rei a-
rive motion of one drum againstthe other. When
necessary, both drums may have different diam-
eters. Of course, this would result in a similar
requirement for different diameters of the
respective Cylkro gears.

Fig. 9 shows a construction for distributing
mechanical power to two counter-rotating pro-
peller blades, where the propellers are mounted
on coaxial hafts. Counter-rotating propellers are
used in sllipbuilding to get higher propulsion
yields. Half of the available mechanical power is
transmitted directly on 'the inner shaft, and the
other half is transmitted to the outer shaft through
a planetary etup of pinions mating with the sec-
ond Cylkro gear. The design allows different
rotating speeds on each shaft if required.

Fig. W shows 3. dual-speed perpendicular
gearbox. Two Cylkro gears, each with different
numbers of teeth, driven by a common pinionare
coupled to a shaft. through a clutch mechanism.
The dutch ensures tbat the outgoing shaft stays
connected to one Cylkro gear at a time.

Another application. that takes advantage of
the axial freedom of the pinion is the assembly
that drives the pressure cylinder in a printing
press. The position of the circumference of the
printing press cylinder relative to the feed cylin-
der must be adjusted very precisely .. A helical
pinion with an adjustable (tunable) axial posi-
tion on the driving shaft causes a proportional
rotational offset of the Cylkro gear for a given
axial pinion shift.

Shaft angle s freedom of choice. The freedom
to select almost any shaft angle, as well as all
other features and benefits of the Cyllcro gear, is
crucial to making optimal use ofthis design. The



angular Cylkro gearbox does not affect !he 'bear-
ing contactin any way.

A typical application in gearboxes with mall
shaft angles is u ed for driving a ship propeller.
Normally the motor i mounted horizontally,
while the propeller shaft its mounted at an angle
of 7° to 20°.

Fig. l l shows a dri ve mechanism for dual-feed
crews working under all angle of 15° to 20°, as

commonly found in extrusion and injection
machines for the plastics transformation industry.

The dual-stage drive mechanism shown in Fig. 12
is part of a conical mixer with a still- tanding
reservoir. The drive mechanism could be executed
ina different way. It could, for instance, be
mourned on the bottom side of the reservoir. I

The drive mechani m for the tool flange of .
the milling machine in Fig. 13 bas a connecting
shaft equipped with a pinion and a Cylkro gear.
The milling machine's head can rotate freely
around irs drive shaft. The Cylk:ro gear 011 one
end of the connecting shaft can be freely adjust-
edalong its axial position; therefore, the pinion

on the other end of the shaft will interfere with
the tooth's contact path.

Currently several kinds of Cylkro gears are

being tested in helicopter gear assemblies. A sim-
pie demonstration of the ease of adjustment for
each Cylkro set is hown in Figs. [4 and 15.
where tile use of power distribution is shown.
Note that the shaft. angles differ from the classi-
cal 900

• Fig, 14 demonstrares power distribution
in the fir t stage, and Fig. 15 does so in the ec-
ami stage. 0
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121 on READER SERVICE CARD

More than a century's experience of world class machine tool design and
manufacture has led to the creation of the next generation TG350E
CNC Thread Grinding machine from Holroyd.

An outstandingly versatile and flexible machine, the TG350E can grind
a wide range of helical forms, from low quantity prototypes to high
volume production, with fast and efficient changeover between jobs.

• User·fTiendly. with simple rouch screen controls.

• New and powerful f>m/i,le JRanQ,gement software ensures cOMistent ,accurate
profile grinding to microns.

• Digital scanning probe for 'in process' dosed loop measurement of aU key
elements and automatic correction.

• Hardware and programming set up time reduced to a minimum.
• Hydrostatic ,bearings for increased .stiffness fa,,"doser infeed control and h.ig,he:r

«crurac:>'.

• Workhead controlled .fry a high resolution AC digital sereo system thf'ough a
DIN 2 Standard Holroyd duplex worm & whed. Position feedback is a direct
mounted optical encoder.

• 45kW grinding spindle motor.
• SUint bed design gives the TGJ50E €I greater advantage in absorbing cutting

forces and prooides essential stab£lity beyond conventional grinding; machines.

Holroyd is much more than simply another supplier of specialized
machinery and components- it's customers receive a total service, thu
ensuring that they take full advantage of Holroyd's unmatched wealth of
application engineering knowledge.
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'IntI. Headquarters:Harbou-r Lane North, Milnrow, Rochdale OL 16 3LO. England

Telephone: (44) 0.1706526590 Telex: 635772 Hollyd G Fax: (44) 01706 353350 I

USA Office: RLH Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 807.3302 Hwy. 74 West Unit C, Monroe, NC 28111 I

Telephone: (704) 282-4895 Fax: (704) 289-9147



_------------ TECHNICAL CALENDAR
AGMA GEA_RS,CHOO:L

One-week session on basic gear man-
ufacturing. CIa room and hand -on
work covering bobbing, shaping and
inspection. June 3-7 al. Daley College.
Chicago, [L. Call 703-684-92U or fax
703-684-0242 for more information.

PENN STATE MMM
IDIEGREE PROGRA~M

Penn State Universily announce its
new Masters of Manufacturing Manage-
ment. degree program, a two-semester
cour e offered by the College of
Engineering arid The Smeal College of
Business Administration. The program
is open to practicing engineers and
other professional from indu try and
undergraduate student currently en-
rolled in business administration, ci-
ence and engineering program . For
more information, phone 8t4-863-
5802, fax 8l4-863-5803 ore-mail Dr.
Michael. P. Hottenstein, co-director at
m7h@psuvm.psu.edu.

IIMU!96,
IMTS 96 will be held Sept. 4-H at

McCormick Plaoe in Chicago, IL. This is
one oilhe largest displays of manufac-
turing technology in the world. This
year's . how will feature a Gear
'Generation Pavilion. A free brochure
de cribingilie how L now available from
rMTS headquarters. 0 get a copy, call
800-322· IMTSin the USA or 703-893-

290) outside the country. lnfonnation
aboutlhe show is .310 found on the
Internet al. hrrp://www.imls.org.

U-WM PtAS:nC MATfRIIAL
SElECnOIN & TES:TiINGiCOURSE
The University of Wisco:n in at

Milwaukee's Center for Continuing
Education will offera course on the fun-
damentals of plastic materials selection.
applications and testing on June 24-26.
For more infonnation contact Roger
Hirons at 414-227-3105.

MRS CALIL fO.R PAPERS
The Materials Re earch Society is

issuing a call for papers for its ]996 Fall
Meeting 'to be held Dec mber 2-t),in
Boston. MA. Deadline ror abstracts is

June 21. For complete information, call
Merry Geil at 412-367·3004, x301, or

send e-mail to geil@mrs.org. Complete
meeting information is also available at
http:// www.ml's.org,

OHIO STATE GIEAR NOISE C'OURSE
A three-day course on gear noi e,

covering measurement. analysis. diag-
nosis, noise reduction and dynamics.
will be held at Ohio State University

NW Systems Go. announces that it is now a
manufacturing! source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can martulacture new spiral
cutter bodies In diameters of 5' through 12."
at presern,

AIW can also suppl:y lfOughing andlinishing
cutters, hardware and replacement parts lor
mosIS"-12" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service 'Of manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternatlve source for replace-
ment parts and hardware as well as bodies
and cutters.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise,

IN'EWI Straiight Bevel Cutters.

Sept. 10-12. Speakers will include Drs.
Donald Houser and R. Singh of the Gear
Dynamics and Gear Noise Research
Laboratory at OSU, and Dr. Raben
Munro of Huddersfield Univer-sity, UK.
Contact Caroll Bird at 6]4-292-3204 or
fax 614-29'2-3 [63 for more information.
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111 Formula One racing, where reliability is everything,
McLaren International counts on wire EDM to cut its gears.

WiUiam R. Stott

ZERO TO 125 MPH IN FliVESECONDS.
MAXIMUM SPEED OF 211 MPH.

SEVEN-SECO.NDPIT STOPS.

Emmplu oJchange
pan cwizy WiN EDM.

Formula One racing is a high-adrenalin sport-
one which demands peak performance from dri-
vers and machines alike.

In their quest for speed, safety and perfor-
mance the racing teams are constantly pushing
the boundaries of technology by testing new
materials and manufacturing processes. Mcl.aren
Iruernational, one of the premier teams in the
sport, has introduced a nontraditional gear manu-
facturing technique-wire erosion EDM-as a
way to bring gear manufacturing in-house at a
reasonable cost,

Thetransmission gears in a Formula One race
car must be reliable. A single gear failure can mean
the difference between the checkered flag and
dropping out of the race. It is not uncommon for
several cars in a 22-car field to drop out of a race
because of gearbox failare. Because of this. each
gearset is used only once for a race. Afterwards.
the race team inspects the gears for damage and
records the mileage. Then the gearsets are used for
practice, qualifying and testing.

McLarens cars use a semiautomatic six-speed
(plus reverse) transmission. which means there

,'UI.
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are six change gear pairs in the gearbox. Before a
race's practice session, the team chooses ratios
based on previous experience at a circuit. Then,
depending on weather and track conditions, they
may have to adjust the ratios. Finally, on race day.
they may have to make additional changes
because of something as simple as the direction of
the wind. [f necessary. all six. ratios can be
changed in just 45 minutes.

Overall, the team brings about 60 gear sets for
each car ateach race. With 3 race cars, 2 lest cars.
J 6 races per year. and quali fying and practice ses-
sions before each race, McLaren goes through as
many as 1,000 change gears per year.

Traditionally, Formula One teams have used a
handful of outside gear shops to design and man-
ufacture their change gears, creating security
problems ..Because they already had a huge man-
ufacturing facility in Woking, England, McLaren
decided to bring the gear production in-house so
[hey would have faster turnaround time. inerea ed
security and greater control over the design and
manufacture. In addition. they could ave money
by not having to go through a subcontractor, But
rather than purchase a dedicated bobbing
machine. they looked to EDM as a more flexible.
less costly alternative.

Wire erosion EDM uses a very thin wire to
produce a high voltage charge that vaporizes
material on the workpiece. By controlling the path
of the wire, the machine can create a very com-
plex form. Unlike a hobbing machine. the wire
EDM machine requires no change incuaing tools
:for a change in gear design. YOIl have only to
change the program to generate a new part. There
is no waiting for hobs to be designed, ordered or
made-a process that could take as long as 12-14
weeks for a new design •.says McLaren transmis-
sion designer Piet vall ZyL

McLaren estimates that their wire EDM
machine will pay for itself within 3-4 years. Also.
the capital outlay for the EDM machine was far
less than would have been necessary fora dedi-
cated hobbing machine and all the tooling
required for 'the various pitche and tooth num-
bers. In addition, the machine is used to make
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parts other than gears, including titanium seat belt
brackets, splines on differential drivegears, front

and rear anti-tel] bararms and damp brackets for
electrical items.

But before McLaren could implement wire
EDM gear manufacturing, they had to test it to

make Slue it could produce gears durable enough
to withstand as many as 3,000 gearshifts in a sin-

gle race. "In my view the mostimportant aspect
of the gearbox in a Formula One car currently is
reliability," say. van. ZyL

Toward the end of 1993, McLaren began test-

ing wire-eroded gears made by a subcontractor.
They tested these gears for several race distances

without problem.
After deciding that the wire erosion process

could produce gears of acceptable quality,
McLaren evaluated equipment from everal man-

ufacturers and cho ethe Charmilles Robofill
4020 submerged wire ero ion machine, which
proved capable of cutting DIN 4 quality gears
(roughly equivalent to AOMA [4) when the gears

were single-stacked. Charmille became an offi-
cial. upplier in the middle of 1994.

For production, gears are stacked on the
machine two high wilh. four stacks on a tooling

plate. Gear quality is approximately DIN 6

(AGMA 12) underthe e conditions, Even though
each batch of gears takes 18-24 hours to com-
plete, bringing the gear cuttiog stage in-house ha .
actually given McLaren faster turnaround than
sending them out to be hobbed.

The real advantage to wire EDM comes when

design changes are required in the middle of the
racing season, says V3n Zyl. "Toward the end of
the ,[1995] season we were requiring a new ratio
to optimize engine performance in sixth gear. I
designed a new ratio, which would have required
new tooling if manufactured by a subcontractor,
with the as ociated delay in getting hold of the

tooling, but we had the new ratios ready in about
three weeks time. [f really stretched, we could
probably do it in. less than two weeks, bearing in
mind the number of operations involved."

While EDM has proven successful for

Mcl.aren, the company has had to overcome some
small hurdles. For example, one of the initial
problems was developing the software required to
convert gear designs into CNC programming,

Mcl.aren uses Computervision CADD5 soft-
ware to construct parametric models of parts,
including gears. In addition, they have created a
program using TK-Soiver software to calculate
points on standard or modified. gear tooth pro-

meso Once a new gear is designed. the program
can be downloaded to the maehine, "Although

there was a fair amount of work involved in ere-

ating the initial TK-Solver model and (he para-

metric CAD model. it is now quick to produce
data for a new design," van ZyI says.

Another ob tacle was dealing with a new
machine and cutting proee s. "Since wire ero ion
wa new to us, most of our initial problems

stemmed from a lack of experience operating
wire erosion machines," says van Zyl. For exam-

ple, Charmille had to develop tooling to hold the
gears in place for cutting. Unlike hob bing
machines, wire erosion machine don't allow you
to mount the gears 011 an arbor. Instead, they have
1.0 be supported from the outside, This is achieved

by having bigger blanks and supporting them in a

tooling plate with holes cut into it to support the
blanks. van Zyl says. The blanks have three start-
ing hole drilled in them from where the gear
tooth profile can be cut, leaving tags on three of

the teeth to support the gear.
The 1994 and 1995 racing seasons have demon-

strated that wire erosion EDM is a reliable gear man-
ufacturing process. Driver Mika Hakkinen drove one
of the first Mcl.aren-made, wire-eroded gear pairs in

the 1994 Japanese 'Grand Prix. In the 1994 Australian
Grand Prix, both Hakkinen and teammate Martin
Brundle had second gears produced in-house by wire
erosion. McLaren went through 16 races without a
single gear failure in [995. "We had good reliability
before wire eroding them, and now we are

improving further on that w.ith 01.11' own design
and manufacture:' van Zyl says.

Overall, the company produced 726 change
gears with their machine. "At the end of the 1995
season, McLaren call now conclude that w.ire ero-
sion has been uccessful in meeting the required
manufacturing schedule for a season's change
gears," says van Zyl. 0
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Generating Precision
Spur Gears By
WireEDM

IRoderick KI,eiss, Jack. Kleiss
Hnd Scott Hoffmann

Master gea.r Introduction
Over the past decade. the wire electrical dis-

charge machine (EDM) has become an increas-
ingly important tool for machiningaon-standard
shapes. It has even been used to cut gears and
gear cavities for plastic molds. While generally
accepted as a quick. and versatile method for cut-
ting spur gears, the EDM gear has lacked the pre-
cision of a mechanically machined or ground
gear. We suspected that many of the errors asso-
dated with these gears were caused by inexact
setup procedures, poor tool path control and
improper cutting parameters. We decided to test
the potential for the wire EDM to make the most
accurate gear po. sible,

Our experiment was, moreover, based on need,
The plastic gears we designed for a gear-driven
lawn sprinkler required unique master gears. Lead
times for form-ground gears were unacceptable.
With our customer's support, we developed a
method of cutting these master gears that achieved
the desired shapes on time and within 'cost COIl-

straints for fine-pitch master gears. We then
employed the same technique to cut a 19-1ooth, 5
DP master gear in order to determine possible
error of scale. Profile inspection revealed that
similar accuracy of tolerance was possible for
large, coarse-pitch gears. In this article, we will
present the methods we employed to achieve this
level of accuracy, tbeinspection data from our
work. comparisons with precision hob-cut. gears
and possible applications of this method to other
forms of gear generation.

Tbe EDM Process
Electrical discharge machining is based on the

principal of erosion of an electrically conductive
material by continuous spark discharge to its sur-
face (Ref I), With wire EDM. a metallic wire is
continuously fed through arms suspended above
and below the workpiece (Fig. I), This charged
wire is then guided through the specified tool
path while cutting its way through [he material.

accuracvis

possible with

this technique

Fig. 1 - Wire EDM gear cutting setup.

--.-------------------------------------------------------
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F,ig. 2 - Typicall .EDM gear tnvotate.

Fig. J -, Gear surface coordlnutes,
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The process is relatively slow, depending on
wire diameter, workpiecethickness and machine
settings. The servo-corurolled tooL path is quite
accurate, typical for CNC machinery. The benign
environmenr of the EDM maehinery, with low

feed rate , extremely low force , very little fric-

tion or vibration and controlled temperature, make
an even finer accuracy possihle,

The tool path can be drawn either point-to-

point or in imple arcs. Advanced mathematical
curves are not directly programmable by software;

these I11US( be approximated with arcs and/or line
movements. Both the involute andlroChoidal sec-

tion of a gear fall into this general category.
Specified dimensional. accuracy and repeatability

of the more advance wire EDMs are on the order
of .oom ". Surface finishes are ] 6 microinches and
can be attained through careful selection of
machining parameters, along with multiple finish-
ing skim cuts on !owpower settings.

Gear Cutting with Wire
Wrre EDM macltil1ing is primarily a two-

dimensional process, although the two wire
gaides can follow independent path. allowing
slight 3-D modifications, lEDM oftware exi ts

that claims to create a wire path for the spur invo-

lute. The software requires standard gear geome-
try to be input along with tooth thickness, root and
outside diameters, Approximate arc segments are !i

then fitted to the involute curve down to the root ,!

or to the base circle diameter, whichever comes II

first. If the base circle is located above the root
circle, a straight radial line is connected from the

base circle to the root diameter. andthe user has
the option of pecifying a fillet radius for Ihe
intersection of tho e two features (Fig, 2).

Difficulties w.ith this method of generation are
immediately apparent: The trochoidal (or root)

area is left arbitrary and undefined, and no provi-
simi is made for undercut even ifil i required.
One of the advantages of a hob-cut gear is thai any

gear will fit wuhin the envelope created by the

generating hob because the hob removes any pos-
ible interfering material in the root area Lh.atmay

physicaHy interfere with another gear. A majority
of non-undercut, standard gears. are not sensitive
to lhi po sibletrochoidal interference, since the

standard whole depth provide ufficient clear-
ance, and mating teeth never reach below the base
circle. However, as designers modify gear geome-
try 10 maximize function or to allow for undercut,
this area becomes critical because of possible
interference or weakening by excessive relief. The

mathematical generation of gear teeth mu t pro-
vide nol only conjugate action. but also designed
clearance with any mating gear,

Fig•.4 - Optimal CYl"Ve fit.

Fig. 5 - Devlatlon between spllned rc and involute.
Another not-50-apparent difficulty with the

generation of approximate arcs to !he involute

concerns the nature of the involute itself. With its
ever-increasing radius of curvature frern the base
circle, the invohne is anything but a trivial curve-
fitting exercise. The desirability of making inter-

secting arcs tangent at their endpoints compounds
the problem of fitting these arc to the involute.
Without careful fitting, it is possible to have con-

siderable error in the approximation, especially ill
the critical regioa of the base circle. The tro-

choidal surface can also be intricate and requires
equivalent attention to detail in a;nY generating
curve-fitting cherne,

Mathematical Generation
Manytexts describe the mathematical genera-

tion of the Involute. Buckingham ((teL2)

described both polar and Cartesian equations for
the involute profile. Point-to-point development
of the generated trochoidal region is less well-
documented. However, Khiralle (Ref. 3) and
Colbourne (Ref. 4) have both published methods
to find points on the trochoidal curve for any

involute rack. They also describe the necessary
iterative schemes to determine the exact involute
form diameter for undercut gears. Solving these
equations yields an array of discrete coordinate
points that exaclly describe the entire surface of

the gear tooth (Fig. 3).
Curve Fitting

The wire EDM tool path is constrained to fol-
low either straigbt lines or simple single-arc seg-
ments. The involute and trochoid, however, are
curves with continuously changing radii of curva-
tare, The designer might create a 1.001 path with
infinitesimally small linear moves to maximize
the EDM's resolution. but the re ulting NC pro-

gram wouldbe excessively cumbersome. A more
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~
fpl
fp = 2

fp2 - ~ ~~~ _

fp::: 1

N= 16 ITp = .0516
DP= 32 OD = .565

,cp = ::20° fD = .4702

Ff = Transverse Profile Total Deviation
fHA = Transverse Profile Angle Deviation

ff = Profile FOrni Deviation
Fr = Total RUDOUl Deviation
fp = Adjacent Pitch Deviation
(All measured errors x 1O~")

Flg, 6 - .3,2 DP hob-cut gear data.

16-1]_~ 1----_. 1.1
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f 2 2 I I 2 I I 3
fHA-2 -I -0 -I -I -1 -I -3
ff 1 I I I I I 1 I

+ I - 2 - 1 + I

fpJ ~~--~~~~r--=--------~L=~'~--~====~~~---
fp = I

fp2 - ...~-=.=~---==------...==::l==I=====I"'""=-~-
fp= :2

ta
N= 20

DJ>= 36
¢I = 200

TIp: .0498
OD = .620
FD = .5221

Ff = Transverse Profile Total Deviation
rnA = Transverse Profile Angle Deviation

ff = Profile Form Deviation
Pr = Total Runout Deviation
fp : Adjacen] Pilch Deviation
(All measured errors x 1Q-4")

I'ig. 7- J6 DP wire EDM gear data.
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efficient approach would be to allow the
machine's own software to optimize the cutting
path, A mathematically satisfying curve-filling
routine would link approximated arcs with com-
mon tangents to !he profile (Fig. 4). The mach-

ine too] would then follow the neare t ..t-y path [0

this profile.
At first glance, it would appear a simple task

to approximate the involute and trochoidal curves

with splined arcs in the minimum least-squared
ense; however, since any arc egment is mathe-

rnatically nonlinear and multivalued, and becau e

the function that represenu a splined eries of arc
egments includes nonlinear parameters. this is

not the case. The curve-fitting task is difficult, but
not insurmountable, Numerous general purpose
optimization algorithms can be adapted to solve
this kind of problem (Ref. 5). The use of these

methods to solve curve-fitting problems is not an

exact science and has sometimesbeen called an
art. With careful selection and tuning of methods,
we have been ableto generate plined arc approx-
imations of the involute and trochoid with arbi-
trarily specified maximum error criteria (Fig. 5).

[nitial etup
Fourexternal gears were made. The diametral

pitches were 32,36,40 and 41. Inspection equip-

ment included a Mahr Model 896 gear roll tester
and II Zeiss ZMC 550 gear coordinate measure-

ment machine for profile, lead and spacing
checks. TIle 36, 40 and 4] DP gears were cut by

EDM. and the 32 OP gear was cut with a. I" diam.
eter Grade AA precision hob in order to get a
ense of tile relative accuracy possible witheach

method. Two of each gear were made so they
could be roll-tested against them elve to exam-
ine close-meshed conjugacy. They were then

inspected independently on the CMM for
ab clute accuracy. We felt that roll re ling was
imperative for wire-eut gears, since the cutting
process was purely mathematical in function,
Any local aberration in the CUlling or fixturing of

the gear that might not be detected by the single
point of a profilometer would be more easily seen
on a double-flank roll tester,

Discussion of Results
Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the profilornetry ofthe

fine-pitch gears as measured on the Zei CMM.
Total profile deviation (Fj) for the HDM gear in
Figs. 7, 8 and 9 varied between .0001" and

.0003", while the profile fonn deviation consis-
tently stayed within .000:11".TIle hob-CUI gear in
Fig. 6 maintained profile deviation between
.0002" and .0003", however total form deviation
aI: a varied by tha.t amount. The EDM profile
traces appear as more nearly strajlght lines, while

16



the bobbed profile exhibits waviness. The lead
error on all gears was .0001" maximum, and the
adjacent pitch deviation (fp) remained less than
.0002" for all gears. In total runout, the hobbed
gear held ..0002", while the EDMgears varied
between .,0003" and .0005".

Roll tests of the gears against themselves are
presented in Fig. 10. A comparison trace of 32 DP
form-ground master gears rolled against each
other is included as reference. The scale is identi-
cal for an traces at .0003"per large division.
These traces were taken when the gears were new
without running them in lightly first, Later traces
were more uniform ..Unfortunately they were not
retained. We believe that light running-in of EDM
gears is desirable to polish the matte surface and
deburr edges ..

A Coarse-Pitch Example
The remaining question was whether EDM

errors would be magnified by scaling the genera-
tion process for coarse-pitch gearing. We decided
to wire-cut a 5 DP. 19-tooth gear and concentrate
on improving runout and optimizing the curve fit.
This gear would be roughly 8 times the size of the
previously cut fine-pitch gears. We generated i5
arcs for this involute with a maximum mathemat-
ical error of ± 15 microinehes. The material was
through-hardened! 420, stainless steel. A complete
profile inspection was done for each flank of this
gear. A representative sample of results is given in
Fig. II. Total profile and form deviation stayed
within .0001" and .0002", and total runout was
held between .0002" and ,0003" Spacing and lead
were both held to .0002". In effect, we were able
to improve the dimensional characteristics of the
larger gear by improved CUllingmethods and clos-
er mathematical approximations. This wire EDM
gear was ultimately used to monitor a production
run of thread-ground spur gears.

Concluslons
Wire EDM is suitable for producing accurate

spur gear shapes. These early fine-pitch gears were
adequate for their intended purpose of plastic gear
inspection. Both profile and form deviation for
these gears were generally improved over their
bobbed. counterparts. Total rollout of these gears
was slightly greater than for the cut gears, but fur-
ther modifications in fixturing and machine setup
should improve this feature. At present, this
method has not reached the same accuracy as form-
ground masters, but gears cut this way cost less and
can be cut in a week. For certain applications, that
can be the deciding factor, The coarse- pitch gear
in this experiment benefitted from the lessons
learned on the smaller gears. ]t suffered no degra-

Ff I 2 1 I 2 .I I 2
fHA-.! -1 -0 -I -I -] -I -2
ff I 1 1 t I I I I

to 1- 2 -I + I
Runout

fr
fr= 3

Spacinl:
~I ~cd~=-----====~~~~--------~==~~~__~C7~~~-----
fp= 2

fp2 -_~==r--1F=a.~-----'=='I-----'==---=
fp = 2

Gear Data
N= 20

DP=40
¢I = 20°

TIp = .0435
00 = .560
FD = .4700

Ff = Transverse Profile Total Deviation
fHA = Transverse Profile Angle Deviation

ff = Profile Form Deviation
Fr :: Total Runout Deviation
fp = Adjacent Pitch Deviation
(All measured errors x 10-4")

Fig. 8- 40 DP wire EDM gear data.

Profile
17-12-·_· 6- 1---,-

Ff 1 I I I I 2
fHA-l -0 -0 -0 -I -0 -2
ff I I 1 I. I 1 I

+ 1 - 2 1 + 1
Konout

fr
fr = 3

Spacing
fp l
fp = I

=

fp2 '·~==~--------~~~F~--------~===~--~~~~----
fp = 2

Gear Data
N=22

DP==41
¢I:: 20°

TIp = .0436
OD = .592
FD :: .5043
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-=

Ff;;;; Transverse Profile Total Deviation
fHA = Transverse Profile Angle Deviation

ff;;;; Profile Form Deviation
Fr :: Total Runout Deviation
fp = Adjacent Pitch Deviation
(All measured errors x 10-4")

dation in tolerances despite being 8 times larger. Fig. 9 - 41 DP wire EDM gear datil.
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This 5 DP gear satisfies the criteria for a Class 2
master gear, with similar cost and production
advantages over form-ground gears.

The involute shape i not particularly difficult.
for the wire EDM. Any mathemati.cal path that can
be described in arcs and/or Ii.nes can be generated
with similar accuracy. np relief, root relief and
noninvolute tooth forms can be generated with very
little added complexity or cost, The ability to cut
two separate shapes at the same time with the upper
and lower cutting arms opens other possibilities as

32 DP Hobbed Gears 36 DP Wire RDM Gears

40 DP Wire EOM Gears 41 OP Wire EOM Gears

I
I

~
32 DP Form-Ground Master Gears

F:ig. 1101- Roll tests.

~2===~ ~==~==~__ ~-==--=~~===- _
fp e I

~arData
N", 19

DP:: 5
'II> ::: 200

QCLl2
Ff 3
fHA
ff 2

2 2
-] -2
2 2

2 2
-I -I
2 I
+1-

2
I
2
2

2 2 2 2 2 2
-I. -I -2 -2 -1 -2
I I I 2 1

- I + I

I- '='

Runout
fr
fr'" 2

Spacinl:
fpl
Ip e I

=

TIp = .34414
OD =4.3732
FD = 3.58279

Ff = Transverse Profile Total Deviation
fHA = Transverse Profile Angle Deviation

ff = Profile Form Deviation
Fr:: Total Runout Deviation
fp = Adjacent Pitch Deviation
(All measured errors x 104")

Fig. Ii - 5 UP wire EDM coarse-pitch gear data,
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well. We have already produced bevel gears using
Tregold's approximation of the equivalent spur
gear form. Low helix. angle gears can be accurate-
ly cut with only slight overeat on the root area at
one end of the gear. Even crowning can be approx-
imated. In many ways, (be lise of this process is
onlylim.ited by the user's cleverness.

Purther investigation needs to be done on the
production and effect of tile EDM process. Since
the generating method is new, current standard
inspection criteria may not adequately cover all
possible production errors. Simply specifying
maximum tooth-to-tooth and total composite error
may not be sufficient. It would also be interesting
to investigate the effect of EDM metallurgy on
life, wear, pitting, etc. For instance, hardening
with EDM is achieved with through-hardened
steels, but the cutting process under water can
produce an additional. hard thin surface layer
exceeding 70 Rockwell C. Whether this effect
can be significant for gears is unknown.

Mathematically describing the total gear shape
can be extended to other generation methods as
well, The latest C C equipment can follow the
same type of path as the wire EOM. NC dressers
can directly form grind SpUI' and helical forms.
This type of generation is bound to become more
available as the gearing community continues to
seek a continually improved and cost-effective
product. Computer generation of the necessary
forms and numerically controlled inspection of
the resultant shapes will ultimately yield all accu-
rate and verifiable product. 0
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C'oo!lerCarbide Glrinding
Ems! Winter & SOD, Inc.,
introduces its Reptilla™ grind-
ing wheel, offering superior
consistency for greater process
control, less maintenance and
less downtime in the toolroom,
hs unique bonds provide cool-
er grinding and longer life for
dry grinding carbide on stan-
dard tool and cutter grinders.
Specs on available wheels
included in new flyer.

Ernst Wiioter & SOD,. loco
Call (803) 834-4145
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IG-Series Bobbers,
Twelve-page, color brochure
describes nine high-perfor-
mance models that provide
unexcelled accuracy and pro-
ductivity. Simple conversa-
tional programming greatly
reduces set-up time. A hard-
ened and ground gear set and
special. feed-forward servo
ystem optimize speed while

maintaining precision. MHI
Machine Tool U.S.A., Inc.,
907 W, Irving Park Road, Itas-
ca, IL 60143-2023: Ph: (708)
860-4222; Fax (708) 8604233.

CIRCLE 185
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CNC IGear Inspection
Rota-Technology's ROTO-
CHECK systems range in
sizes from 3" up to 100" and
will inspect your gears, hobs,
splines, earns, etc., to AGMA,
DIN, IS0' or J[S standards.
The PC-based, building-block
modular design allows easy
service. The small footprint is
an advantage, and you can
learn to use this user-friendly
system in minutes! A large
variety of software options
available, all at an economical
price. Call (800) 875-ROTO.

CIRCI.E 182

S-Seriies Shapers
Twelve-page, color brochure
describes five highly stable
gear shapers with excellent
accuracy and productivity .. A
unique coolant circulation and
Load Controlled Machining
method (which automatically
adjusts speed to equalize cut-
ting force) deli ver optimal
machining efficiency and
increase tool life. MHI
Machine Tool U,S.A., Inc .•
907 W. Irving Park Road, Itas-
ca,1L 60143-2023: Phone (708)
860-4222; Fax (708) 8604233.

CIRCLE 186

Gear Process Contro!1
Introducing the new 3000 SS
Series gear manufacturing
process control system with
Pentiume technology and an
industry-leading 3 Yea:r War-
ranty. Proven reliability,
accuracy, technology, service
and support provide today's
best value. Call 513-859-8273
or fax 5.13-859-4452.

M&MP,recisioD Sys~ems
Corporation,
300 Pllogress Road.
West Carrollton. 00,45449.

CIRCLE 181

Machined iParts
Herzog GmbH & Co. is a
manufacturer of h.igh quality
machined parts, such as exzen-
ters, gears. armatures, spin-
dles, connecting pins, elbows
and complete assemblies. All
parts are made according to
customer-specific require-
ments. Herzog is the solution
for your applications! For fur-
therinformation, please con-
tact Simon at (502) 737-3983
or fax at (502) 769-1875.

CIRCLE 183

ULTRA.Precision Tooling
.00012" or less T,LK guaran-
teed for H.ydral.lllc Chucks
and Arbors shown in this
Schunk catalog. Schunk High
Precision arbors are used in
demanding gear manufactur-
ing and testing applications.
Useful in applications from
cutting tool manufacturing and
resharpening to milling and
boring where tool life. finish
and productivity cannot be
compromised. For more infor-
mation or to receive a free cat-
alog, call 1-800-7724865.
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F-Series Shavers
Twelve-page, color brochure
describes three high speed,
high accuracy shavers that
offer unprecedented machine
rigidity. The simplified table,
direct drive spindle, and stabil-
ity-optimizing Thermal Dis-
placement Compensation sys-
tems allow these machines to
achieve unequaled long-term
accuracies. MHI Machine
Tool U.S.A., Inc., 907 W. Irv-
ing Park Road, Itasca, IL
60143-2023; Phone (708) 860-
4222; Fax (708) 860-4233.
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A first for IMTS.!Explore the
oesr cenemtion pavilio.n

an',d shift into high!
Worldwide, only a handful of companies
produce gear-making machinery.

But what a handful they are' So special-
ized, so efficient. that these few 'can supply
all the machines to turn out the millions of
gears that make it possible for the modern
world to operate.

Now you can see their newest and best
in their own Pavilion at IMTS 9'6 - the
vital world of gear-making all in one
place. If you make gears, or use them. you
and your team won't miss these fascinating
demonstrations.
This one Pavilion is worth the trip!

And that's just the begillning ..II

1.2 minion ft' .... thousands of machine tools and everything that works with them .. "
thousands of experts to help you make it better, faster, cheaper . . , the newest, most
advanced technology f110m3.0 nations .... systems. processes, cells ... computers, software"
controls .... America s biggest, and on~y,complete manufacturing show.
You must see it to beUeve it!

Phone 1-8GO-FAR-IMTS· Outside the U.S. 1-103-893-2900
Get complete info on the Internet/Web: http://www.imts.org

Pre-register.
Save$$$.
Save lime.
Use farm in

brochure.
Orphane.
Or !tIl in form

on Intemet/Web

~ .Ma'nufacturing for the 21st Century

~tfflIMT596
CHICAGO,. S!E.PTE.MB!E:R4 - 11,. 1996

International Manufacturing Technology Show • 7901 Westpark Drive, McLean, VA 22102 USA
CIRCL;E 123 ,on READEFI SERVICE CARD

http://www.imts.org
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PRODUCT NEWS
We'lcome to our Product N'ews Ipage'.IHerelwe! feature n~ewIProducts o,f interest t,o
1M !gear and gear products markets. 101lgetmore informatioDllOD these items, please
Icircl'e' the Reader Service Numbershowll. Send your new Iproduct releases to:
GS'8' Technology, 1'4011wnt Avenue. Elk Grovel Villag,e',.IIL60007',.lfiax:847-437-'661:8.

Sev,ere Shock Speed ReduceIt'S
Nord. Gear presents ,8 new line of speed

reducer developed for heavy duty

applications in industries such as min-
ing, paper, wood technology and steel,

The Nord ECLIPSETV incorporate a
simple helical. gear design for single
'through quadruple reductions, The

reducers are designed for long-life per-
formance. with oil changes required
after 10,000 to 20,1000 hours of service.

Circle 226

Roundness Measurement System
For the preci e analysis of roundness

and cylindricity profiles, Cad Zeiss'
Industrial Measuring Technology divi-
sion presents the TSK Rondcom 45A,

This Windlows·-based system features a
tatie air beariag forIong-term rotation-

al accuracy, an. RS-232 interface to

download measurement to a PC for
data analy is. and an as ist function that
displays X and Y aillgnment error using
an LCD bar graph display. Tolerance
zones can be set [0 display and analyze

data simultaneously,
Circl228

Heavy Grade G!rea,se
De igned for heavy equipment
components !.hat operate under extreme
pressure and temperature, Dy1.on GR-
F13 Grease, from Dylon Technologies
Ce., Isenvircarnentally safe, Solid filrn
additives cling to metals to provide a
protective barrier for maximum metal-

to-metal eparation. The grease pro-
vides high temperature protection up to
45100 Fahrenheit GR-F 13 is available in

tubes. 5-galJon drums, 55-gallon drums
and custom-sized pails and kegs,

Circle 2:27

Shaft l~oader/Unloader
A new product. from Maxim inter-
national i designed to automatically
load and unload long hafts into CNC
turning centers, The machine, manufac-

tured by Piefro Cucchi] USA. comes in
two shai)tcapacity sizes, 8-40 inches or

12-60 inches, Load/unload ycle time
ra_nge from 12-15 seconds. and
changeover times for small sizes are

about 15 minutes,
Ciocl.e 229

A ,Quick & Portable
Soluti'olJ to y,o'Ur

Pr:ocess Inspection
Needs

I

Gear Analyze.r 3500 Series
Typical Checks Available

'. CompOSite ,I Taper
.' Runout. Nicks

I' Size '" Others
I. !lead .Avail'a~re

Standard Featulles
• IPortab'le & Shop Floor Rea.dy

I

' Standard PC Based System,
• Available in Center DIstance

Only, 'Gimbal Only, or IBoth
• l'ndustriaJ Grade MOllitor & PC

I • Full Complement of Software,
IncludIng SPC's

• User Friendly o,perator Screens
• Printer & Keyboard
• Safety Guard
• Optional Cabinet Air Conditioner

I. Shaft:Gear lnspedion Available

FTfJJW Ipioneered the gear
iinspection business over 601

years ago
ILet our ,experience woll'k for

you

17TJfiVJ Hea rtlla nidi
3401 South IBr,oadway
~Iexandl'ia. M,N. 56308
,Phone 320-7,62'-5223,
Fax 320.7162.5,260
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GEAR
MACHINES

SALES ,&SERVIC,E

.Many Mode/sand
Sizes to c.hoose from.;

"" G.earShapers
V Gear Hobbers
"" Gear Shavers
." Gear Honers
"" Gear 'Grinders
"" Hob Sharpeners
V lnspeetlen E.quipment

,cmCllE 111 on READER REPLY CARD

CIRCLE 145 on READER REPLY CARD
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Small Batch Vacuum Furnacel
De igned specifically for tool room
application .the TooIQuen ber vacuum
furnace from Abarlpn feature 2, 4
or 6-bar quenching capability. eatures a
rapid gas quench capability for small
balch heal. treating of cold work die
tee! , conventional high speed steels

and advanced powder metal tooling
materials. The furnace lila a &2")It, 1.2" x
24" work zone with a 200 lb. load capac-
ity and a maximum operating tempera-
ture of 2,400,0 Fahrenheit

Cirel 2JO

'High IPower Planetary' Dri;ves
antasalo North America lnc. intro-

duce a new erie of planetary gear
unit de igned to deliver 30-50% higfr-
er power ratings, The planetary gear
serie offer ]5 ize with power rating
from 27,001) Nm to 1,(XX)l,(lOONm. The
Dew series feature wider face widths,
fear planet , and Kymmenite Am for
the annulu . Applications includeagita-
[Or, mixer. presses, mills, cranes.
windmill and antenna drives,

ircle 232

Tel. U. WINd YOI T11i1l'-.
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please circle m.

P.O. Box 830 • Champaign, It ,61824-
PHONE 217~352~5172. FAX 217,352~4629

High quality forgings with an unmatched level of customer
satisfaction worldwide,'

.IKEGAl.
IIKEGAI ,AMERICA CORPORAllON
2246 Nortl'lPilmer Drlvl, Sultl rca

Scillumburg. IIIlno_ ' 00'113
TEL (847) 397'·3970. FAX (841139'1.7535
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SERVICE

I

GEAR TOOTH
GIRINDlN'G SERV'ICES

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

.' Gear manufacturers are cur only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• C,apacity to ,27.5" P.Il., 3.5 Il. P.
• Able to, match delivery to, your

requirements
• All service to AG'MA standards with

Certified G'Bar Inspection Equipment
-- -

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
------ ----

23 Dick Road Depew, NY 14043
Phone 1116J 684-3811

IFax (7Hi) 684-1717
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PFAUTER.-MAAG CUTTING TOOLS
1351 Windsor Road. P.O. Box 2950

Loves Park, IL 61 1,32-2950
Phone (815) 877.8900
Fax (8115)877-O2~

HEAT TREATING

:1 MIEIRIT 'GEAR
, HIEAT TREAT
, 610 HUOSON ST ANTIGO, WI 5~409

Iinduction Hardening
rocm bV loothl NATCO

Cc:nburlzlngl
Carbonlhfdlng
Shess Relieving

!Normalizingl
Annealing

Blastiing '& Stroigh,tening
MefoHurgicol tooorctorv

1-800-7S-IMERI,T
Fax: 715,..6,27..2558

CIRCLE 177 on R~ADER REPLY CARD

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

LeCOUNT EXIPANDIN:,G
MANDREL REPAI'R

• HOB SllJUlJI'I'.NI1NG

·gu~GcmnERGmMD~
• 11N,11CN, a
COATING SERVICES

• CUSTOM BEAT TREAT SRII!.VK:R

Ilf your L.'eCOUNT Expanding
Mandrels have been damaged
or are not within your required
sp,ecifications, return them to
us. We will repair or replace
them at a v'ery reasonable cost

IleCOUNT. lue,
1211)ewiu Drive

WhIle'.R. i,••ver Jel,'.', VI,,~05001Tel: '(800I'642-«ln3
F,IlLx.:(8021 296~1

CIRCLE 179 on, 'READERI IREP,II.VCARD

Cont,our' Induction
Halrdening SpeciialUsts

Spur. ,beHea/and bevel geBrs
Our gear hardeningl equipment
include's 3 NATeD submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
CNC-controlled 'g,ear scanninq
machines ..We can tool to meet
any production need. Cal:!for a
company brochure,

Ameriicanl M'eta'i Trea1ingl Company
1043 East 62ndl Street
Cleveland,O'H44103

121614311-4492
Fax: 12161431-1508
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SERV[CE
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INDEX PLATES
For

Grinding, Sharpening
& Inspection

.' 'Complete Manufacture
.' Meet or Exceed OEM's Spec.
• Sizes Ranging to 20 inch Dia.

MODrFI.ED GEAR & SPLINE, INC.
Serv.ing the 'Gear Industry Since 195.1

18300 MT. ELUOIT
DETROIT. MI 4:8234
TEL: (313)89'3·3511
FAX: (3,oJ 89J..6110
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Rates-Line Classified: $35 per line, Sline per inch. $280' minimum. Clas 1fied Display (3" min.): lX.-S565, 3X-$530,6,X-$500.
Additional! per inch: IX-$J90, 3X-$180, 6X-$170. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a classifiedad at
no extra charge. ,P'ayment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisafMaste,rCard/American Express number and
expiration date to Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agem;y Commission: 0 agency commission on clas-
sified ads. Material Deadline: Ads must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptan.oe: Publi her
reserves the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion ..
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GEAR TOOLING

GEAR CUTTII!NIG TOOLS
·On ,the Shelf Inventory"

I

DIAIIETAAL I MODULE
-HOBS

• SHAPER CUTTERS

I1DP and finer
Made to AGMA standard

SPECIAL MADE TO ORDER TOOLS I

-HOBS
• SHAPER CUTTERS
- SHAVING CUTTERS

• FORM RELIEVED INVOLUTE
MILLING CUTTERS

BA:RIT IIN11ERNAllONAL CORPORA11l0N
3384 COMMERCIAL AVE.

NORTHBROOK:, IL USA 60062·1909
TEL: 847·272·8129 FAX: 847-272-6210

CIRCI.'E 175 on, READER REPLY CARD

COl\lPUTER AIDS I

NC GEAR 11ROFILES

• Generated Gears
• Tools and Tool Path
• Non-Generated Gears
• Involute Splines, Racks
• Inspection Calculation
• Animated! Meshing
• Form Calculations
• .DXF File Output

A Ge_a. ~r~h_op.•~.or\};;J,I Wlndows™

Because you askedfor it!

800-437 ..2368

HELP \!VANTED
- ----------- - - - ------------

This position will be' Iresponsiblelor new
product devlllopment design, analysis, rat-
ling and product performance testing. A
BSMEandlOl years experience with power
transmission and gearing design anel tech-
nology is required.

We offer 81 competitive salary and 8 com-
prehensi\l'B beneflit~s packa,ge, includingl
medical, dentall, I~e, accident and disabirity
insura nee. Plea sa call' or sand/fax resume
wi salary history to;

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPT.
THOMSON MI'CROIN

!50 Alexa nder Court
Ronkonkoma, NY 11719
PHONE 1516·461-80001

FAX 151,6-467-9814
IEq,ual Opportunity Employer m/f/d/v

CIRCLE 184011 READER REPL:V CARD

IG•• r Mlchine Re;plirmaRI- ElqJerienced
troubleshooter for mechanical and
hydraulic repairs.IKnowledge of electrical
systems desirable. No travel.

:Sal" Coordinalor/Associate, Trainee - We
need an ambitious self-starter with soma
familiarity with gear machines, their tooling
and accessories to till this job. Some famil-
iarity with computers required. Plenty of
room lor advancement

Friend II( work environme nt at our ConYII-
mern northwe 51 suburban Chicago location.
Profl1 shanng. health insurance.

Cedilll!c IMachi!!!!ry Co. lee,
1401 LoRI Avenue

liiillliiMiIiillliil Elk Grove, III600II1

Fal your resume ID 847-437-6618.

PACKAGING

ESGAIRD'. INC.
IPO IDRAWER 2698· LAFAYETTE LA 70502

FAX 31,8-234-0113
1-'860'-888-2511

UP" PRESERVATIVES
PRESERVATION, PACKAGING

SHIPPING AND STORAGE

ANY MACHINED METAL
GEARS, TURBINES, LUBRICATION
SYSTEMS STEAM COMPONENTS,

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

LOW VOC, NON-HAZARDOUS,
EASILV REMOVED

IIIL-C-16119E QUAUFIED

ICIFlCLIE 189 on REAlDER REPL:V CARD'

- - -------

GEAR MFG.

.AIIR.CR_AFT/AEROSPA.'CIE
MIAICiHIINIE, 'TOOL

GEARS • SPLINES
SPUR • HEUCAL

INTERN~AL" EXTIE;RNAl
TO 24," DlA~

OPEN RZ-:300E TIME

CURVI:C,II COUPUNGS
TO 36" DIA. & 360 TEETH

ENGINIEIERING, COMIPA~IY
1840 AUSDN, TROY, MJI. 48083

PHONE a1O'"'689-~9'701]l·FAX iB~O-689-02t1
CIRCLE 1'90en IR~ADER RS'L.V CARD



• 1 .ADDENIDUM! :••• •

Igear (ger), n. 1.a toothed wheel
-- ---

Gear Technology's bimonthly aberration - gear tnvra. humor. weudness and oddments for the edification and
amusement of OUf readers Conn ibunons are welcome

Gearlerms You Didn't Kaow About
The word gear, in varian forms,

has been in use since around A.D.
[200, according to the Oxford English.
Dictionary. Last issue we brought. you

Shakespearean gears. Now we'd like to
show you some of the uses Americans
have given our favorite word (from the
Random House Dictionary of Ameri·
can Siang).

pack the gear. To have the nece -
sary ability or authority; to, meet stan-

dards or requirement. Originating in

tile U.S. Marine Corp. As ill, 'That new
recruit can't handle it He doe n't.pack.
the gear."

slip (one's)' gears. To lose one's san-
ity. As ill, "You must have slipped your
gears in order to ha ve become the
Addendum Editor."

gear.dropper. An aviation term

referring to an airplane copilot
gearjockey. A driver of trucks or other

large motorvehicle . Also gear jaJlUl1er.

There were also a considerable
number of gear terms, listed with vari-
ous VUlgar, naughtyand objectionable

meanings ..Considering the refined, cul-

tured character of 'the Addendum Page,

we regret to ay that we're unable to
print them here. (We're above that sort
of thing). Besides, we already told you
where to look them up.

Obscure G:earBiographi:es - Pari III
With ba eball season underway. we

thought it appropriate to introduce the
Addendum Page's baseball hall of fame,

which consists of just one player: Dale

Dudley Gear.
Gear was a S'Il" right-hander from

Lone Elm. KS. who played three sea-
sons in the big leagues, with Ihe

National League Cleveland Spiders
(1896-7) and the American League
Washington ationals (190 I).

Gear played both outfield and pitch-
er ina total of 69 games over the three
seasons. His lifetime batting average
was .239. He never hit a home run" but
managedto come up with 2S RBIs. As a
pitcher, his best season was 1901 with
the Waslrington Nationals, when he was
4-11 with a 4.03 ERA. Guess he just

~~
didn't pack me gear.

Whll.e he will never make it into. the
real hall of fame, we are proud to. add
Dale .Dudley Gear to our list of emi-
famousgears. 0

• Bad N/'Ws - our consultant says living outride OUT means is 710 10ngtT tax-deductible ."

examp e, [he worl 's largest
nuts (outside Addendum
office, of course) are the so-
called "Pilgrim nuts" manufac-
tured by Pilgrim Moorside Ltd.

of Oldham. Great Britain. They
weigh 5 tons each and have an
outside diameter of 52".

We already have a candidate
for the world's smallest gear.
Recently, the researchers at

Sandia National Laboratories in
Albuquerque, NM, announced
that they bad created a aear
that's 50 microns in diameter.
It's part of a silicon micromotor
that is only a square millimeter
in size. Eqineers hope to use
thls tiny motor to power
micromedical pumps or bigh-
performance gyroscopes for
automotive or military usc.

We're looking for the
world's larg~st gears. If you
have them, or if you know
where they are, please contact
the Addendum office at once.
The reader who contributes the
biggest gear story win have his
or her name in a future edition
of Addendum. Verifiable gear
stories only will be considered.

I

I'

II
II

I

I
I

The Addendometer' II ylJlJ Vt~ ft~dd 111,\

Ielf UII lilt' paqe dllli eilloyell It pll'd~t'
circle 225 .
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Our enlhmark Qualify en Salve
Yaur Gearmaking Prable s
• [rown nobbing for noise reduction andl

~ misalignment compensation.
~ • Hard hobbing with ,carbide nobs, after
I- heat treat as a slJbstitlJte for gear 'grinding.! 1., eNe nobbing' and shapingl alignment
~ pmgrams for vllrving teeth and pitches.
~ .1 IHobbing 2100th & 'grealer helical pinions.
§ I. Spedal forms: Aexible cOlJplingsor _or ...

~ high helix worms and camshahs. ==
~ • Precision an~/ytical gear inspection .• ' -_ -
,., • Hob sharpening. - OJ,
~

We want YOUllol (ome, see IF,orest City Gear f,or vourself.
W ,-- th- - --- ~st --c-de.r-n "I'ne' "!nd· med,'ulrn nit-"'h flelU ~Iobshopiere e rna mo. a - - - -- r L;:JI- _ 1----

in the world!, We especially welc,ome ,o'u,r c,omp - 'Iil,oirs!

We/ir,e surel'hat onoe you dOI, y,ou'lI,ogreelhat
we' are the benchmark for tlodoy's, q,uality g,earmaking.

FO~ITYGEAR
11715 Main Street • P. O. Box 80
Roscoe, Illinois 611073-0080
81 5-623- 2168, • Fax.815-623-6620
CIRCLE 138 on READER SEAViICE CARD



Process IIJptinIZaUOn
There's more than one way to finish
spur and helical,gears, Based on
your quality and noise requirements,
and: your cost objectives, we'll help
you zero in on the best process
combination, matching our
advanced GNG shaving, grinding,
and/or honing machines with our
PHOENIX- hobbing technology.

How ,- -I Can IInproVei
qualItY and RaducSI- Cost
The Quality enhancement and
cost -saving; possibilities of today's
eNG honing are worth exploring.
Honing is a hard finishing process
that utilizes a honjng tool in the form
of an internal gear to improve tooth
geometry and surface texture of
hardened gears.

The Gleason-Hurth ZH .250 eNG
Honing Machine combines easy-to-
understand operating. software w,ith
complete eNG process control.
All operating aspects are fully auto-
matic. Integrated part load/u-nload
automation is optional.

RedUGiIIIIProcess
StepS
In some
cases, a
HoblHeat TreaV Hone sequence
can eliminate a previously-required
shaving operation while improving
quality. Depending on stock removal
and Quality requirements, honing can
potentially replace grinding, with
significant cost savings per gear.

Honingl can also be added to
enhance shaving or grinding: to
meet loday's stricter quality and
noise requirements. We can help
you analyze your current methods
to determine if honing can be
productively applied,

Whether the sollllion
involves hobbing, shaving,
grindin9 or honing" .or any
combination ...w8 have the
proven technology; and
we back it with Gleason's

worldwide training and service
support.

Call 1-800-643-2770 or your
Gleason regional sales manager;
The answer is ·Yes.·

The Gleason Works, 1000 University Ave" Rochester, NY 14892
71'6/473-1000 Fax: 7161481-4348


